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et on winning the forthcoming Assembly polls in
five States, including Uttar
Pradesh
(UP)
and
Uttarakhand, the BJP on
Sunday fixed three organisational goals. These are: Party
committees in all 10.40 lakh
booths, appointment of ‘page
pramukhs’, and a booth-level
listening mechanism for the
Prime Minister’s ‘Mann ki baat’
in the next six months.
The party also offered to
provide “judicial justice” to
each of the BJP workers affected by the post-poll violence in
West Bengal.
The National Executive of
the BJP, which started here at
the NDMC Convention Centre
amid beating of drums and
singing of ‘chaath’ songs,
worked on a heavy agenda of
unrolling a plan to succeed in
five Assembly polls after witnessing mixed results in 29
Assembly bypolls and three
Lok Sabha by-elections.
The meeting, presided over
by party president JP Nadda,
was attended by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, Union
Ministers Amit Shah, Nitin
Gadkari, Rajnath Singh,
Nirmala Sitharaman, S

S
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Jaishankar, Piyush Goyal,
Dharmendra Pradhan and
Chief Ministers and DeputyChief Ministers of BJP-ruled
States.
State presidents and several others connected online
with the meeting, the first such
since 2019 and post the pandemic. Party veterans like LK
Advani and MM Joshi, too,
attended the meet virtually.
Besides deciding to set up
and consolidate all booth committees and completing the
appointment of ‘panna pramukh’, particularly in the five
poll-bound States, the National

Executive also sought to chalkout a working plan “to surge
ahead” in States like Kerala,
Andhra
Pradesh
and
Telangana.
In his inaugural address to
the conclave, Nadda said that
the party’s “peak is yet to
come” and set a three-point
plan for the workers in the next
six-months to expand and consolidate the party’s hold in all
the States.
The BJP president fixed a
“six-month leap” for the party
organisation ahead of the crucial Assembly elections.
Continued on Page 2
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eacting to the attack by the
R
BJP for the post-poll violence
in West Bengal, the TMC said it
was time the saffron party
stopped playing the “broken
record.” TMC MP Saugato Roy
said, “The BJP had been trying to
polarise the State for electoral
gains. They used filthy language
and brought false allegations
against our leaders … but the net
result was that they lost.”

rime Minister Narendra
P
Modi on Sunday asked
party workers “to become a
bridge of faith for the common
man” reminding them that the
“BJP is not a parivar-based
party.” He also expressed “confidence” in the “feedback” given
to the National Executive Meet
by BJP leaders of the five pollbound States about election
preparedness as he delivered
his concluding address at the
one-day National Executive,
the highest decision-making
body of the party.
Modi’s brief speech came
after the BJP passed a political
resolution that condemned the
“opportunistic politics of
Opposition parties” who “tried
to break the resolve of the
country” and “raised doubts”

about “country’s vaccine programme” while the Prime
Minister “worked hard” to
build trust.
The resolution criticised
“the tweet politics” of
Opposition parties and their
leaders who “did not come on
the road to help-out the common people.”
In his address, Modi said
the main reason for the BJP
finding a place in the Centre
was its “connect with the common man.”
Modi urged BJP workers to
move forward with “seva,
samarpan aur vishwas (service, dedication and faith)”
and recalled that the BJP has
grown due to the “hard work”
of the party veterans.
He said 19 months of
Covid-19 and India’s leadership
have conveyed well that it is not
only politics but “seva” that is
the basis of politics and this has
been acknowledged by the
world.
The work carried out by
the BJP has “strengthened the
democratic system”, the Prime
Minister said.
Continued on Page 2
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n a setback for former Chief
Minister Captain Amarinder
Singh, the BJP on Sunday
declared it would contest from
all 117 seats in the State in the
forthcoming Assembly polls.
The announcement —
seen as a virtual snub to the former Chief Minister — was
made by Punjab BJP president
Ashwani Sharma after he
placed his report on the pollbound State before the party’s
National Executive .
Punjab BJP chief ’s declaration is also seen as a sign that
the party leadership is, as of
now, not in the mood to forge
an alliance or join hands with
any political party or leader in
the State, scheduled to go to
polls early next year.
Notably, Amarinder, a
month after stepping down as
the Chief Minister, had bid a
final goodbye to the Congress
party citing “continued humiliation”, and announced a new
political outfit — Punjab Lok
Congress. He has repeatedly
indicated at arriving at a “seat
sharing arrangement” with the
BJP though on the condition of
an acceptable resolution to
farm laws issue.
After his resignation,
Amarinder had met Union
Home Minister Amit Shah and

I
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National Security Adviser Ajit
Doval. At the same time, the
BJP leaders, especially in
Punjab, also softened their
stance against Amarinder.
“There are so many ifs
and buts...There is still time in
the elections. In fact, there are
no formal talks as such...So we
are making our full preparations on all 117 seats. We have
asked all our leaders and workers to be fully prepared to
contest polls all alone,” a senior
BJP leader told The Pioneer,
requesting anonymity.
Continued on Page 2
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n a sensational claim made in
IMaharashtra
the mid-sea drug bust case,
Minister and
senior NCP leader Nawab Malik
on Sunday alleged that BJP
leader Mohit Kamboj-Bharatiya
— in collusion with the
Narcotics Control Bureau’s
(NCB’s) Mumbai Zonal director
Sameer Wankhede — masterminded the “kidnap and ransom” drama involving
Bollywood superstar Shah Rukh
Khan’s son Aryan Khan, but “the
entire drama went for a toss
because of one selfie”.
Amid reports that SRK
had left from Mumbai for Delhi
in a private plane and was
being approached by international media outlets for interviews over the recent drug saga
involving his son, Malik said,
“Shah Rukh Khan is being
threatened since the time I
started speaking out. He is
being asked not to speak out on

<PWPaPbWcaP<X]XbcTa=PfPQ<P[XZPSSaTbbTbP?aTbbR^]UTaT]RTPc:da[PX]
<d\QPX^]Bd]SPh

the issue since his manager
Pooja Dadlani’s name cropped
up in the allegations of extortion in the drug bust case”.
“As part of the conspiracy
hatched by Kamboj, Aryan was
called on October 2 to join the
cruise. Working at Kamboj’s
behest, Pratik Gaba and Amir
Furniturewala trapped him and
took him to the Goa-bound
luxury cruise. Once Aryan was
on board, the kidnap and ransom drama unfolded. A ransom
of C25 crore was initially
demanded. The deal was later
settled for C18 crore. Even C50
lakh was paid as part of the deal.

?C8

But the entire drama went for
a toss because of a selfie (clicked
by an independent witness
Kiran Gosavi) that went viral,”
Malik said.
Addressing a Press conference here, Malik alleged that
while Kamboj, who is a former
BJP youth wing president and
the party’s Mumbai unit general secretary, was the “mastermind” behind the “kidnap and
ransom” drama involving
Aryan, Wankhede was his
“partner-in-crime”.
Malik alleged that
Wankhede had met Kamboj
near a burial ground on

October 7. “Kamboj enjoys
good relations with Wankhede.
Local residents told me that
both had met in front of a burial ground in the city on
October 7. Fortunately for
Wankhede, we could not get
the CCTV footage of their
meeting, because the cameras
in the neighbourhood were
not functioning,” he said.
It may be recalled that
Aryan and seven others were
initially detained on the night of
October 2 and later arrested on
October 3, after the NCB officials busted a rave party and
seized 13 grams of cocaine, 5
grams of Mephedrone, 21 grams
of Charas, 22 pills of MDMA
(Ecstasy) and C1.33 lakh in
cash from Goa-bound Cordelia
Cruises’ Empress ship, off the
Mumbai coast. Subsequently, 12
more people were arrested in
connection with the mid-sea
rave party case.
Malik recalled that at a
Press conference held immediately after the October 2
drug bust, he had alleged that
the NCB had “let off ” three
individuals — Rishabh
Sachdeva,
Gaba
and
Furniturewala — after having
allegedly detained them from
the luxury cruise.
Continued on Page 2
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en more people, including
T
three Indian Air Force personnel, tested positive for Zika
virus in Kanpur on Sunday,
taking the total number of
cases to 89, District Magistrate
Vishak G Ayyar said.
On Saturday, 13 people
had tested positive for Zika
virus.
“Out of the 89 infected
people, 55 are men and 34 are
women. Among these, 23 are
those below the age of 21 years.
Of the total infected people, 12
are Indian Air Force personnel.
This includes 11 men and one
woman,” the District Magistrate
said.
Health teams had collected
blood samples of 525 people on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
and were sent to the virology
lab of the King George’s Medical
University in Lucknow and the
National Institute of Virology in
Pune for testing.
“Of this, 23 samples tested
positive for Zika virus,” the district magistrate added.

IXZPeXadbSXbTPbTXbP]T\TaVX]VeXaP[SXbTPbTcaP]b\XccTScWa^dVW
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_bcX_g]Y\Tci]`d_]c_V
VUfUbbQcXS_^Ze^SdYfYdYc
R_TiQSXUZ_Y^d`QY^
YCUfUbUV_b]c_VdXU
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Ayyar also said that health
teams have collected samples of
525 people who were in close
contact with the infected persons and living in the radius of
3 km of Indian Air Force station hangars for testing.
The first case of the virus
was reported in the city on

e^S_]]_^Q^TVQdQ\YdYUc
QbUbQbU
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Y^VQ^dcd_RUR_b^gYdX
]YSb_SU`XQ\iQ^T_dXUb
]Q\V_b]QdY_^TYcUQcU

October 23 when a warrant
officer of the IAF tested positive for the infection.
So far, a total of 3,283
samples were collected from
the city and sent to the virology lab of KGMU in Lucknow
and NIV in Pune for testing.
Continued on Page 2
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ocial media is as dangerous
Saccording
and hazardous as narcotics,
to a research by a
team of clinical psychologists,
neurobiologists, teachers and
social scientists in North
Carolina University in the
USA.
Though the research, is
being held in the US, the revelations that have come out till
date suggest that India, especially Kerala, is taking the

brunt of the ill-effects of this
technology, which had given
high hopes by shrinking the
world into a global village.
In Kerala, adolescent girls
as well as grown up females,
including middle-aged women
routinely, fall prey to the predators lurching behind social
media cover. Not a single day
passes in Kerala without news
reports of girls and women
running away with their
“prince charming” who would
have courted them only

through social media sites.
Why do adolescents fall
easy prey to social media?
“Last five years of research
held among adolescents show
that their brains are susceptible
to social media. The pubertal
hormones affect the brain a
year or two before there are any
physical changes. Those hormones flood the young brain
with neurotransmitters responsible for feeling good and the
urge for social interactions and
acceptance,” sums up Gerald
Posner, an award-winning
author of books like God’s
Bankers and Pharma.
Posner is on a mission to
bring out a book on the dark
deeds of social media giants
who employ science and tech-

nology experts to woo the
young and old and make them
sit glued to the screens. It is
only a matter of time before
they fall prey to the designs of
the predators.
Jim Winston, scion of a
business family that made a fortune through real estate and a
clinical psychologist by profession, is the name the world is
going to hear frequently as he
is the one who is taking on the
social media bull by its horns to
save the young and old alike.
Winston has found that the
parents are ignorant about the
ill-effects of social media and
the effect it has on the brains
of their adolescent children. He
also found that no study has
been held till date to under-

stand the biological impact
that the social media creates in
the brain.
Posner says it is worse
than the impact made by narcotics. The social media giants
try all tricks in the game to
make people addicted to it.
“Forget about the old people. The children, especially
adolescents end up as speeding
vehicles without breaks. They
lose the ability to read classics,”
he told The Pioneer.
The research is expected to
give a solution which would
help parents, clinical psychologists and teachers to wean
away potential victims from
social media that has developed
itself into an octopus, feels
Posner.
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prisoner was allegedly
killed and about 30 policemen injured in a clash at a district jail here on Sunday after
the death of another man due
to dengue.
The prisoners allegedly
hurled stones at policemen
and started a fire in the jail after
hearing about the death of an
inmate, identified as Sandeep
Yadav, in Saifai Medical College
due to dengue.
The police, however,
claimed that another prisoner,
Shivam, who died later, was
also suffering from an ailment
and lost his life while being
taken to the hospital on
Sunday.
But in a purported video
which surfaced on social
media, Shivam claimed before
his death that he suffered a bullet injury.
The incident took place on
Sunday morning, when the
inmates started
pelting stones at the police-

A

men after they learnt about the
death of Yadav, who was admitted to Saifai Medical College a
few days ago as he was suffering from dengue.
The video purportedly
showing Shivam claiming that
he was hit by a bullet fired by
the jailor while he was trying to
close the gates of the barrack
surfaced later in the afternoon.
"Around 8.45 am, the district jail officials requested for
police force. On reaching the
jail, senior officials learnt that
one Sandeep Yadav, who was
undergoing life imprisonment
in a dowry case since 2012, had
got infected by dengue on
November 5.He was referred to
Saifai Medical College, where
he died yesterday (Saturday).
Today, when tea was given to
the inmates around 8.30 am,
they attacked the deputy jailor.
"Subsequently, there was
stone pelting and arson in the
barrack, and this was done by
inmates with a criminal mindset. The police force then managed to control the situation. In
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he Russian authorities are
not allowing a Rajasthan
family to bring home the
body of a 45-year-old Indian
man who died in that country in July, a Congress leader
alleged on Sunday.
According to Charmesh
Shar ma f rom Bundi,
Hitendra Garassia, a resident

T

of Godwa village in Udaipur,
had gone to Russia in April
this year through a travel
agent for employment.
On September 17, the
passport office in Jaipur on
an input from the Indian
embassy in Russia informed
Garassia’s family that he had
died in that country and the
police there recovered his
body on July 17, he said.

this, 30 policemen were
injured, and the deputy jailor,
too, was attacked by the
inmates," Superintendent of
Police Ashok Kumar Meena
told reporters earlier in the day.
A fire brigade had to be
called after the inmates resorted to arson.
Heavy police force was
deployed to control the situation, police said.
Director General Jail
Anand Kumar, when contacted, told PTI, "The DIG Jail is
conducting an administrative
inquiry. Judicial inquiry as per
CrPC will also take place since
an inmate has died in the incident in the jail."
District Magistrate Sanjay
Kumar Singh said the guilty
will be punished after investigation.
Deputy Inspector General
(Prisons) VP Tripathi arrived at
the jail in the evening and said
the entire matter will be investigated and action will be initiated against those found
guilty.
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ydus Cadila’s three-dose
Z
Covid vaccine ZyCoV-D
is set to be included in the
national anti-coronavirus inoculation programme this month
with the Centre placing a purchase order with the
Ahmedabad-based firm for
one crore doses, official sources
said on Sunday.
The Union Health
Ministry is learnt to have given
the go ahead to initiate the
preparatory work for the introduction of the indigenously
developed world’s first DNAbased Covid jab, which in all
probability will be given to
adults initially under the country’s vaccination drive, sources
in the know of developments
said.
ZyCoV-D is the first vaccine cleared by India’s drug regulator for inoculation of those
aged 12 years and above.
“The Centre has already
placed a purchase order with
Zydus Cadila for supply of one
crore doses of ZyCoV-D, each
costing around Rs 358 excluding taxes, at the earliest. This
price includes the cost of a dis-
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He said the BJP workers
need to complete the task of
setting-up booth committees in
all 10.40 lakh polling stations
across the countr y by
December 25.Nadda said while
85 per cent booth committees
have been completed, the
remaining 15 per cent must be
accomplished in the given
time-frame.The BJP president
said appointment of all ‘Page
Pramukhs’ should also be completed by April 6, 2022.
Dharmendra Pradhan who
briefed the Press said Nadda
also asked the party organisation to “institutionalise” a listening mechanism of the Prime

Minister’s ‘Mann ki baat’ radio
programme “at the booth level
by May 2022”.While detailing
the plan for the party workers,
Nadda repeated the comments
by his predecessor Amit Shah
post the 2014 victory that
“Utkarsh abhi baki hain” and
the party has to March on to its
new and bigger targets.
Nadda specifically mentioned post-poll violence
against BJP workers in West
Bengal saying 53 party workers were killed and one lakh
fled and were living in shelter
homes and that all top institutions including the Supreme
Court commented on the acts
of vicious attacks in the State.
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“Sachdeva is the brotherin-law of Kamboj... The entire
(cruise drug bust) story lies in
the letting off of these three
individuals,
including
Sachdeva,” the NCP leader
said.
Malik claimed that as
part of the larger game-plan,
the Team Kamboj-Wankhede
had wanted to frame
Maharashtra Ministers and
their children in the cruise
drug-bust case. “Fashion TV
India MD Kashiff Khan had
coaxed Maharashtra Minister
Aslam Shaikh to come for the
cruise party as well. There
were also plans to bring children of several State Ministers
to the cruise party. Had Aslam
Shaikh had gone to the party,
it would have been Udta
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Zika is a mosquito-borne
virus and hence, getting rid of
mosquitoes is the safe way
out, the district magistrate said.
To check the spread of the
disease, health teams are
undertaking sanitisation programmes, including anti-larvae
spraying and identifying fever
patients, screening seriously
ill people and pregnant women.
Health officials have been
asked to step up surveillance
and ensure door-to-door sampling and testing for Zika virus.
“We advise the local people not to panic regarding the
sudden spurt in Zika virus
cases,” Ayyar said.
A high alert has been
sounded in the periphery of
hangars of the IAF station,
another official said.
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posable painless jet applicator
which has to be used for
administering each dose,” an
official source said.
“The vaccine in all probability will be given to adults initially because of limited production capacity,” the source
said.
Zydus Cadila is in a position to provide one crore doses
of ZyCoV-D per month, company officials are learnt to have
conveyed to the ministry.
For administering to
adults, frontline workers and
vaccinators will be provided a
brief training for using the
needle-free pharma jet application in actual field settings.
The three doses of ZyCoVD are to be administered 28

days apart, with each dose
comprising a shot in both
arms.
ZyCoV-D received emergency use authorisation from
the drug regulator on August
20.
Meanwhile, a comprehensive programme for paediatric
immunisation including developing a priority list of comorbidities is being worked out by
the NTAGI (National Technical
Advisor y
Group
on
Immunisation) for the launch
of ZyCoV-D and Covaxin.
As for the emergency use
approval for Bharat Biotech’s
Covaxin in the 2 to 18 years age
group by the Drugs Controller
General of India, it is under
expert opinion and evaluation, official sources said.
The Subject Expert
Committee (SEC) on COVID19 of the Central Drug
Authority on October 12
had recommended granting
emergency use authorisation to
Covaxin for children and adolescents in the 2 to 18 years age
group with certain conditions.
At present, every citizen
who is 18 years or above is eligible for the vaccination drive.

Describing what he said
was the “complete politicisation” of the State Government’s
policies, Nadda said, “even
vaccination is done on party
lines which is height of inhumanity.”“BJP is with people of
Bengal and will do everything
to restore faith in democracy
and establish the Constitution
there”, he said.
He said in 2016 BJP vote
percentage in West Bengal was
negligible but today it is standing at 38 per cent with 18 Lok
Sabha and 77 Assembly seats
under its belt.“In the independent history such rapid growth
in people’s faith in a party is not
seen,” said the BJP chief A
political resolution passed by
the party mentioned widespread violence in Bengal and
condemned it. The resolution
was presented by UP Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath and
seconded by six other leaders
including Uttarakhand CM
Pushkar Dhami.The resolution pointed to the country’s

determined bid to gain “selfreliance” and detailed
Government programmes like
‘Make in India’, ‘Digital India’
and the clarion call for ‘Vocal
for local.’ The resolution also
pointed out how abrogation of
Article 370 in Jammu and
Kashmir (J&K) has led to rapid
development with conduct of
local elections and “reduction
in terrorist activities and
reduced civilian deaths.” In his
address Nadda also said the
Prime Minister’s leadership
and Shah’s administrative acumen brought J&K on the path
of development.
Nadda thanked Modi for
providing the country a “decisive leadership” during Covid19 and launching “the largest
monthly food programme” for
80 crore poor in the country
soon after the lockdown under
“Garib Kalyan Yojna.” But for
Modi’s visionary leadership the
pandemic could have led to
“starvation”, he said.

Maharashtra after Udta
Punjab”.
The NCP leader demanded to know why were Sachdeva,
Gaba and Furniturewala, who
were detained at the party, let
off and why was not Kashiff
arrested.
“A paper-roll -- a brand of
Fashion TV -- that was seized
and it was allegedly being used
to roll the drug. Why was the
owner of the brand not arrested? Incidentally, Kashiff is a
friend of Wankhede. Kashiff
was present at the party,” Malik
alleged.
Making fresh claims about
the “private army” being run by
Wankhede from inside the
NCB’s Ballard Estate office,
Malik said: “Wankhede himself, his juniors V V Singh and
Ashish Ranjan and one of their
drivers named Mane. They
work as a quartet that works as
a private army to trap high-profile people and then extort
them of crores of rupees,”
Malik said.
Malik also identified Kiran
Gosavi, Mohan Bhanushali,
Sam D’souza - whose real name
is Sanville Steanley D’Souza,

Mohit Kamboj-Bharatiya and
Sunil Patil as being other members of the Wankhede-led “private army”.
Responding to the allegation made by Kamboj at a news
conference on Saturday that
Sunil Patil, who was “associated” with the NCP, had masterminded the mid-sea drug bust
conspiracy, Malik said that
Patil was not associated with
the NCP he had never met the
latter.
“Sunil Patil is not an NCP
worker. I have never met him
at any time in my life, But his
photos with [Union Home
Minister] Amit Shah along
with other BJP leaders are circulating.
Similarly, the photographs
of another witness Manish
Bhanushali, another controversial NCB with top BJP leaders - including Prime Minister
Modi, is in circulation. I am
not making any allegations
against any political party.
What I am saying is that Patil
is a fraud and he is part of
Wankhede’s private army,”
Malik said.
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day after a massive blaze in
the ICUof Ahmednagar
A
civil hospital killed 11 COVID19 patients, Maharashtra
Health Minister Rajesh Tope
on Sunday said the state government willallocate funds for
fire safety audits in all district
hospitals andalso work towards
creating a post of 'fire safety
officer' in eachof these facilities.
Speaking to reporters after
visiting the site of the
tragedy,he said the need for fire
safety audits of all district hospitalshas been discussed and a
decision was taken that separate funds wouldbe earmarked
for the purpose.He also said
that Rs 217 crore should be
immediately sanctionedby the
government to conduct the
fire safety audits of such hospitals."Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray has given instructions toundertake measures to
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Talking about the forthcoming elections in five States,
Modi said the reports presented by the leadership of the
States “reflect that we are
marching ahead.”
On the States’ feedback on
poll preparedness Union
Minister Bhupendra Yadav
who briefed the Press, quoted
Modi as saying in the meeting,
“bahut bharose se rakha gaya
hain...”
The Prime Minister said
the BJP should carry on with
“old traditions while adding
new traditions in the party.”
Asked about the BJP’s seat
adjustment strategy in Punjab,
Yadav said: “Punjab BJP president said the party will contest
all 117 seats in the State.”

bly elections are going to be
held, was also discussed and all
the State heads apprised the
party leadership about the situation in their respective
States,” said Punjab BJP general secretary Jeevan Gupta.
During the national executive meeting, BJP president JP
Nadda tried to reach out to
farmers and members of the
Sikh community.
Nadda highlighted that in
2014, there was only Rs 23,000crore farm expenditure allocated in the budget whereas in
the previous budget, the expenditure amount went up to Rs
1,23,000-crore.
The BJP chief added that
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ttar Pradesh’s emergency
112 service responded to
U
over 29,000 calls on Diwali -- an
average 20 cases per minute,
according to police data.
Almost every fifth call on 112
was related to fire or medical
emergency, the data showed.
Altogether, 29,285 calls were
made on 112 on Nov 4 across
the state, up from a daily average of around 17,000 calls, the
figures showed. Of these, 5,151
calls were related to fire and
medical emergencies, while the
rest concerned policing matters,
according to the data. In policerelated matters, 17,905 emergency calls were received on 112
on Nov 3, the data showed.
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upreme Court judge, Justice
SSunday
Uday Umesh Lalit on
said that the standard
of education imparted in government schools is not keeping
at par with that at private
schools, even though India has
best professional educational
institutions in the public sector.
Expressing his concern at
this disparity and stressing on
quality of education, he said: “I
do not think that the government is not capable of imparting quality education in the
government schools.“Best professional institutions like
AIIMS, IIT, NIT, National Law
School, Indian Institute of
Management and also institutions on architecture are in the
public sector in India. All these
public sector professional insti-
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From Page 1
During the BJP’s national
executive meeting, which was
first since the pandemic,
Punjab BJP chief made a presentation giving details on the
party’s ongoing organisational
preparations for the elections in
the State.
“This was a routine meeting of the BJP national executive with all the States, and
national executive members
from all the States participated
in it. In this meeting, information was given about the programmes of the party for the
next three months. Along with
this, the strategy related to the
states, especially where assem-

prevent such fire incidents.
There is alsoa proposal to form
a new post of 'fire safety officer' in each districthospital.
Moreover, health workers will
be trained to deal with suchsituations and activities like
mock drills will be implemented," Tope said.
The fire safety officer will
monitor the fire safetyrelatedaspects in all the government-run district, tehsil
and rural hospitals,he
added.The minister said that
there is a need to think about
whatkind of material should be
used inside intensive care units
(ICUs)to avoid fire incidents.
"The aspect related to continuous screening of ICUs and
othersections of hospitals has
also been discussed," he said.
Talking about the Ahmednagar
hospital fire incident, Topesaid
officials have apprised him
that prima facie, short circuit
was the cause of the blaze.

many programmes have been
launched for Dalits, backwards
and adivasis, while making
specific mention of some initiatives for the Sikh minority
community.
During the meeting,
Nadda mentioned four key
initiatives - Sikh gurudwaras
and social organisations did not
have FCRA grant facility earlier which was simplified by the
Modi government; langar
(community meals) made free
from GST; Rs 120-crore
Kartarpur Corridor was put in
place; and setting up of an SIT
on the 1984 riots and expediting the process of providing
justice was also done.

tutions are the frontrunners in
the country.”
Addressing an interactive
programme on children’s rights
in Agartala, Justice Lalit said
that every child must feel that
he or she is getting education
at par with the education given
in the other parts of the country.Citing the case of Bihar,
after the enactment of the
Right to Education Act, the
enrolment of girls in elementary and secondary education
rose to 50 per cent from the 36
per cent and now boys and girls
are neck and neck in education
in the state.
“Due to the spread of education in Bihar, the marriageable age of girls has risen. The
total fertility rate in Bihar was
4.2 per woman and now it is 3.2
against the national average of
2.3 per woman.
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n the occasion of National
Cancer Awareness Day,
O
the Indian Council of Medical
Research (ICMR) said on
Sunday that the Northeastern
states have been experiencing
a higher burden of cancers in
both men and women.
ICMR said that a total of
1.39 million was estimated to
be the cases in these states in
2020 which is expected to rise
to 1.56 million in 2025.The
Northeastern region of India
comprises eight states -Arunachal Pradesh, Assam,
Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram,
Nagaland, Sikkim and Tripura.
PTI
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place in Punjab, Haryana and
UP on November 5; addition of
firecracker pollution to this mix
made the situation extremely
lethal,” the Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) leader said, adding,
“Centre, neighbouring states
showing no concern for human
lives. Delhi government
implemented the bio-decomposer solution so there were 0
stubble burnings in Delhi; we
asked other states to do the
same but they did not care.”
“For the last three days, all
the people of Delhi have been
forced to breathe heavily polluted and suffocating air. This
is an extremely concerning
and worrying situation for all
of us. Along with DPCC’s sci-
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entists, we researched the
changes in pollution levels in
Delhi since November 1.
According to NASA satellite observatory, on November
1st , there were 2,077 incidents
of stubble burning in Punjab,
Haryana and UP. The AQI on
this day in Delhi was 281. On
November 2, there were 3,291
incidents. The AQI was 303.
On November 3, 2,775 incidents were recorded and the
AQI was 314. 3,383 incidents
on November 4, while the AQI
was 382.
The number of stubble
burnings shoots up to 5,728
incidents on November 5, and
the AQI levels including pollution from firecrackers rises to
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462. The number of burnings
came down to 4,369 on
November 6, and the AQI
came down to 437. “Data clearly shows that the state of pollution in Delhi gets very devastating as the number of stubble burning incidents rise.
Adding on to that the pollution
generated by firecrackers
makes the situation even more
lethal. The impact of firecracker pollution is slowly
receding but the same can not
be said about stubble burning.
Till the time when there is no
proper plan in place to plug
stubble burning in neighbouring states, we can’t get freedom
from this suffocation,” he
added further.
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elhi recorded 47 Covid-19
cases and zero daily deaths
D
due to the disease on Sunday,
while the positivity rate stood
at 0.11 per cent, data shared by
the health department
showed.
The number of cumulative
cases now stands at 14,40,118.
Over 14.14 lakh patients have
recovered from the infection so
far.
The death toll due to the
coronavirus infection in Delhi
stands at 25,091. The national
capital has not reported any
fatality due to COVID-19 so far
this month. It reported four
deaths in October and five in
September.
The case positivity rate
slightly increased to 0.11 per
cent on Sunday, according to
the latest bulletin.

elhi Government’s department of higher education
D
has asked Delhi University’s
Vice -Chancellor to take action
against the principals of 12
Delhi Government funded colleges, accusing them of inciting
teachers and creating a hostile
education environment over
funding issues.
There are 12 DU colleges
that are fully funded by the
Delhi Government, and tussles
between them and the government over the release of grants
has been a long-standing issue.
In a letter dated November
3 to DU V- C Yogesh Singh,
the government’s Higher
Education Director Ranjana
Deshwal said the principals
have been inciting teachers
instead of “managing the
accounts properly.

“Instead of providing UCs
(Utilisation Certificates) on
time, adhering to the conditions of pattern of assistance,
managing the accounts properly, evolving mechanisms for
generation of internal
resources, the principals have
been inciting teachers and staff
by utterances, creating a hostile
educational environment. The
principals in their leadership
role have been leading adverse
critical and embarrassing
chants,” the letter said.
The letter goes on to ask
that disciplinary action be
taken against the principals for
violation of Central Civil
Service (Conduct) Rules.
DU’s Assistant Registrar
(Colleges) has asked the principals to provide all communications made with the
Director of Higher Education
and other related officials.
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entry zone' or without license, exceeding the
number of passengers among other violations from January to October 31 this year,
official data stated.
According to the data, out of the total
19,591 challans issued to e-rickshaws, the
maximum number of challans were issued
in Western Range (14,580) followed by
2,802 challans in New Delhi Range and
2,209 challans in Southern Range of the traffic police.
An analysis of the data of the three traffic ranges accessed from January till
October 31 so far showed that 11,983 challans were issued for improper parking, 5,546
challans for driving in ‘no entry zone', while
2,062 for other violations related to registration certificate (RC), license, wrong
side, exceeding passenger limit or dangerous driving.
During the same period, the Delhi
Traffic Police impounded 31,723 e-rickshaws in its three ranges, with the maximum
of 554 such vehicles in west, followed by 124
in southern and the least in New Delhi at
45, the data showed.
The data also cited the action taken by
the traffic police both through Virtual
Online Challan Application (VoCA) and echallan machine. Police also stated that
the challans issued for different violations
range from Rs 5,000 and beyond pertaining to types of offences.
The Western Range of the traffic unit
includes many market areas, including Peera
Garhi Chowk, Mundka, Sagarpur, Shadi Put

Chowk and Dwarka More.
Deputy Commissioner of Traffic (West)
Ghanshyam Bansal said in the special drive
conducted since January this year, action
was taken against 19,591 e-rickshaws for
violating law by driving without RC, license
or driving against the flow of traffic, dangerous driving or over-crowding their
vehicles and parking at improper places.
"But in the last six months, we have seen
a lot of improvement. Maximum prosecutions have also instilled discipline among
the e-rickshaw drivers who otherwise
added congestion and affected the traffic
flow by randomly stopping in the middle
of the road to either pick or drop passengers," he said.
"In congested areas, where there is
heavy presence of e-rickshaws like in
Uttam Nagar, Nangloi Chowk or Peera
Garhi, we have done an extensive drive to
ease out the traffic situation. We deployed
our staff who instructed the e-rickshaw drivers to park their vehicles at the designated spot. In places like Peera Garhi, especially
on Rohtak road, e-rickshaws are not
allowed so, despite that if they did, we
impounded the vehicles," he added.

The officer observed that with maximum prosecution through the special
drive, they have now noticed disciple
among the e-rickshaw drivers in their district which has also reduced congestion,
traffic snarls and most importantly averted accidents as pedestrians now have space
to move.
The New Delhi Range of the traffic unit
includes Mandir Marg, Chanakapuri,
Mahipalpur, NH-48 and station road
among others, while the Southern Range
includes Vasant Vihar, Saket, Mehrauli,
Lajpat Nagar, Greater Kailash, Sangam
Vihar, Kalkaji, Sukhdev Vihar and Sarita
Vihar area.
A senior traffic official said prosecution
has been low in these areas as compared to
the western unit because in many areas of
New Delhi and Southern ranges, e-rickshaws are not allowed on specific roads.
"A notification has been issued according to which e-rickshaws are not allowed
on certain roads beyond a specific point. On
the basis of the notification, we asked the
PWD to display cautionary boards as a
warning sign for these vehicles to not enter
the specified areas where it is not allowed,"
he said.
The officer said a series of meetings
have been held with e-rickshaw association
members to ensure they do not drive on
roads where their entry is unauthorised.
"But during the meetings, the e-rickshaw drivers raised their issues, saying when
they pickup their passengers, they have to
pass through some major or arterial roads
or no entry zones. They said they cannot
ask the passengers to get down in the middle because their entry is restricted on the
other end," he added.
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ot a single monkey has
been sterilised in Delhi
since January 2019 when the
Centre released funds to the
city forest department to control the simian population
through laparoscopic sterilisation, officials said.
In 2018, the then chief
wildlife warden, Ishwar Singh,
had prepared a three-year plan
to sterilise monkeys of reproductive age to curb the simian
menace in the national capital.
The Centre sanctioned Rs
5.43 crore to the forest department in January 2019 for sterilisation of 8,000 monkeys in
the first year.
Over two-and-a-half years
later, officials say “not a single
monkey has been sterilised in
Delhi”.
“The forest department
had floated tenders thrice, but
no agency (to capture and sterilise monkeys) came forward.
Not much could be done during the (COVID-19) pandemic. I believe the fund has been
returned to the Centre. There
is no proposal for sterilisation
pending now,” a senior forest
department official said.
In 2007, the Delhi High
Court had asked municipal

N

corporations to catch monkeys from human habitations
and shift them to Asola sanctuary. It had directed the forest department to provide the
animals food so that they do
not venture out.
At present, there are more
than 25,000 monkeys in the
sanctuary and there is no count
of those roaming free in human
habitations, according to officials.
Sonya Ghosh, a member of
a Delhi High Court-appointed
committee for translocation of
monkeys, said the panel last
met before the pandemic and
nothing has happened since
then.
The official quoted above
said the panel is scheduled to
meet in the third week of

to maintain the water quality as
per production norms, he said.
"We are working closely
with Haryana to address the
issue of ammonia in River
Yamuna. @DelhiJalBoard is
putting in tireless efforts to
restore normal water supply
ASAP and to bring down the
levels ammonia," Chadha
tweeted.
During the DussehraDiwali period, Ganga canal
(that supplies Ganga water to
Delhi) gets shut for annual
maintenance. As a result, production at Sonia Vihar and
Bhagirathi WTPs which too get
their raw water supply from
Yamuna gets reduced
by 50 percent, Chadha
said.
Presently the treatment
plants are not operating at
optimum due to pollutants
discharged in Yamuna by
Haryana, he added.
The water production at
Wazirabad plant was reduced
to 129.37 million gallon per
day(MGD) against 134 MGD
capacity.
The production at other
plants was 83.09 MGD (94
MGD) at Chandrawal,
Bhagirithi 49.78 MGD (110
MGD), and Sonia Vihar 51.23
MGD (140 MGD), he
added.
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elhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on Sunday said he
D
visits temples because he is a
Hindu and no one should have
objections on it.
The Aam Aadmi Party
national convener, who arrived
here on a two-day visit, was
replying to a query on whether
he was indulging in "soft
Hindutva" by visiting temples.
“Do you go to the temple?
I also go to the temple. There is
nothing wrong in going to the
temple. You feel peaceful when
you visit it. What is their (those
alleging soft Hindutva) objection? Why there should be any
objection?. I am going to a temple because I am a Hindu. My
wife visits the Gaurishankar
temple,” Kejriwal said.
Queried about Goa Chief
Minister Pramod Sawant's statement that the AAP was copying
the coastal state's schemes like
sponsoring pilgrimages,
Kejriwal claimed the former was
actually copying his party.
"I want to say Pramod
Sawant is copying us. When I
said we will give electricity free,
he gave water free. When I said
we will provide employment
allowance, he announced about
10,000 jobs, and when I spoke
about pilgrimages, he announced
his scheme,” Kejriwal said.
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he Delhi Traffic Police, in a special drive,
took action against over 19,500 e-rickT
shaws over improper parking, driving in ‘no
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ater supply was disrupted in parts of the national capital on Sunday as production at the treatment plants
in the city was hit due to
increase in ammonia to 3 ppm
in River Yamuna near
Wazirabad.
Water production has been
hit due to heavy sewage and
industrial discharge from
Haryana, Delhi Jal Board (DJB)
vice chairman Raghav Chadha
said
in
a
statement. He said water supply is likely to be affected in
East, North East, South Delhi,
parts of NDMC area and areas
under PPP command.
"We request everyone to
make judicious use of water.
We have also pressed into service adequate numbers of water
tankers," he said.
The level of ammonia in
Yamuna increased to 3 ppm
(parts per million) affecting
water production at Sonia
Vihar, Bhagirathi, Chadrawal,
Okhla and Wazirabad treatment plants, he said.
The DJB water quality
management team has
increased coagulants and disinfectants dosing in raw
Yamuna water to control the
increased water pollution and
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t a time when the national Capital is struggling to
deal with farm fire pollution,
Environment Minister Gopal
Rai on Sunday pitched for a
joint action plan (JAP) to get
rid of stubble burning.
According to pollution
monitoring agency SAFAR,
impact of farm fire pollution
PM 2.5 recorded 48 per cent
which was the highest so far.
Rai also sought emergency
meeting on air pollution with
Union Minister and representatives of Delhi’s neighbouring
States urging the Centre to
implement solution to curb stubble burning pollution. “People of
Delhi suffocating, choking on
polluted air thanks to the negligence of Centre and neighbouring States; have written a letter to
Union Environment Minister
seeking an Emergency Meeting
over the pollution situation, Rai
added mentioning farm fire data
in Punjab, Haryana and Uttar
Pradesh recorded by US based
space satellite organization –
NASA.
Elaborating stubble burning data, Rai said that the
5,728 stubble burnings took
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November.
The
Ministr y
of
Environment, Forest and
Climate Change had sanctioned the National Institute of
Immunology and Wildlife
Institute of India to develop a
reversible contraceptive vaccine
to control monkey population.
According to the official
and Ghosh, there is no update
on the vaccine so far.
Ghosh also alleged that
old, ill and injured monkeys are
being “dumped into the Asola
sanctuary for leopards”.
Deputy Conservator of
Forests (South Division) Amit
Anand said the department
cannot conduct sterilisation
on its own due to “shortage of
manpower”. He added that
sterilisation may not yield the
desired results as "an alpha
male captured will be replaced
by another male".
"Monkeys will become
aggressive which will increase
cases of man-animal conflict. It
is not a proven successful
method. The relocated monkeys are adapting to their new
habitat (Asola). Many venture
out, but are captured and
brought back. The process continues till they form a bond
with the natural environment,"
the official noted.
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he Delhi High Court has
granted divorce to a couple
on the ground of mental cruelty by the husband, observing
that he viewed his wife as a
"cash cow" and became interested in her only after she got
a job with the Delhi Police.
A bench headed by Justice
Vipin Sanghi said the husband's materialistic attitude,
without any emotional ties,
would have caused mental
agony and trauma to the wife,
which is sufficient to constitute
cruelty to her.
The bench, also comprising
Justice Jasmeet Singh, observed
that generally, it is the desire of
every married woman to start
a family, however, in the present
case, the husband appeared to
be "not interested in nurturing
the marriage but only interested in the wife's income".
The court set aside a family court's order which rejected the wife's divorce plea and
dissolved the marriage between
the parties under the Hindu
Marriage Act.
She sought a divorce on the
ground that the husband was
unemployed, an alcoholic and
used to physically abuse her
and demand money.

T

In the present case, both
the parties belonged to poor
background and the marriage
was solemnised when the husband and the wife were 19 years
old and 13 years old, respectively.
Even after attaining the
age of majority in 2005, the wife
was not taken to the matrimonial home until November
2014, that is, when she secured
a job with the Delhi Police.
"The continued distance
between the parties even after
the appellant (wife) attained
majority would, in itself, have
caused trauma and resulted in
cruelty to the appellant apart
from everything else... (the) circumstance probabalises the
stand of the appellant, that the
respondent (husband) harassed
the appellant to pocket her
income, since he was himself
unemployed,” the court said.
"The respondent, it
appears, viewed the appellant as
a cash cow and became interested in her only after she got
the job with the Delhi Police.
Such brazenly materialistic attitude of the respondent, with no
emotional ties, would have in
itself caused mental agony and
trauma to the appellant sufficient to constitute cruelty to
her,” it added.
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he one-upmanship over
T
Chhath celebration involving the ruling AAP and
Opposition BJP intensified on
Sunday with saffron party MP
Parvesh Verma asserting to
defy the ban on celebrating the
festival at Yamuna banks and
challenging Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal to stop him if
he can. Meanwhile, some Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) legislators
staged a protest accusing the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) of
stopping them from preparing
a Chhath ghat at Dwarka.
The Delhi Disaster
Management
Authority
(DDMA) has prohibited
Chhath Puja on the banks of
the Yamuna this year.
The AAP and BJP leaders
have been involved in a war of
words over Chhath for the last
several days. The festival
assumes political significance
as Purvanchalis (natives of
eastern Uttar Pradesh and
Bihar) who are settled in Delhi
and celebrate the festival are a
major vote bank in the city.
Verma, the BJP MP from
west Delhi, alleged that
Kejriwal has "prohibited" celebration of Chhath at Yamuna
ghats which is “unacceptable”.
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22-year-old man was killed
while his friend sustained
A
severe injuries after four men,
who were under the influence
of alcohol, hit them with bricks
following a brawl in outer
Delhi's Swaroop Nagar. Police
said that they have arrested the
accused and further investigation is going on.
The deceased has been
identified as Ankit Jaiswal, a
resident of Delhi's Nathu
Colony. He was a student and
also used to repair air-conditioners and refrigerators. His
injured friend, 20 year-old
Anand Kumar Jha, is a resident
of Burari in North Delhi and
works as a building contractor.
He is undergoing treatment at
a city hospital in Burari and is
out of danger.
The incident took place on
the inter vening night of
November 4 and 5 when
Jaiswal and Jha were together
enjoying a motorcycle ride on
Diwali night, police said.
According to Bijendra
Kumar Yadav, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), Outer north district, a
police control room (PCR) call
was received at around 2.52
AM on November 5 regarding
a quarrel in IP colony, Swaroop

Nagar.
“When PCR van reached
the spot, a person was found in
unconscious state and he was
taken to BJRM Hospital, where
he was declared brought dead.
Another person, who also sustained injuries, was admitted in
Sant Hospital in north Delhi's
Burari and is currently out of
danger,” said the DCP.
“Based on Jha's statement,
a case was registered under
Indian Penal Code (IPC) sections 302 (murder), 307
(attempt to murder), 394 (voluntarily causing hurt in committing robbery) and 34 (acts
done by several persons in
furtherance of common intention), the DCP said.
"After scanning through
several CCTV cameras and
local inquiry, we arrested all the
four accused -- Nikhil Pal,
Vijay, Shushil and Ashok. Their
blood stained clothes and one
of the looted mobile phones of
the injured was recovered at the
instance of accused Sushil,"
said the DCP.
All the four accused, including two history-sheeters, have
been sent to judicial custody.
Sushil was involved in a 2009 case
of attempt to murder in Adarsh
Nagar while Vijay was involved
in a 2014 case of attempt to murder, the DCP added.
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"I will be accompanied by
Purvanchali brothers and sisters and we will clean the
Chhath ghat at ITO and start
the puja. I challenge Arvind
Kejriwal to stop us if he can,"
Verma said.
Meanwhile, AAP MLAs
Sanjeev Jha and Vinay Mishra,
who staged a protest in Dwarka
demanding that a Chhath ghat
be constructed there, alleged
that the BJP was trying to
obstruct Chhath Puja in the
city.
"The BJP at many places in
Delhi is stopping Purvanchalis
from preparing Chhath ghats
to obstruct the Chhath Puja.
The AAP MLA and volunteers
have come forward to construct
Chhath ghat in Dwarka in
response to this," tweeted Jha
who is the AAP legislator from
Burari.
The tussle between the
AAP and BJP started with
DDMA's September 30 order
prohibiting celebration of
Chhath at public places this
year due to COVID-19.
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ver 100 people were
arrested under the Arms
O
Act, 85 people under the Excise
Act, and 22 people under the
NDPS Act in three districts of
the Delhi Police in October,
according to official data.
Eighteen people were held
under the Arms Act in north
district and five country-made
pistols and 10 cartridges were
seized from their possession, it
said.
According to the data, the
southeast district registered
17 cases under the Arms Act
and arrested 18 people. Six
firearms and 11 knives were
recovered from their possession.
In the northeast district, 59
cases under the Arms Act
were registered and 68 people
have been arrested. A total of
23 pistols, 45 live cartridges
and 40 knives were recovered,
it said.
The north, southeast and
northeast districts made the
arrest of 85 people under the
Excise Act last month. Among
them, 19 were arrested in
north, 44 in southeast, and 22
in northeast districts.
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order to instil a sense of
Iinnregimentation
and cohesion
its ranks, the CRPF has
issued a detailed set of guidelines to officially honour the
veterans’ final abode as also
organise their last rights. The
idea is to give a befitting and
decent farewell from the CRPF
during their last journey.
As per the guidelines, a
CRPF officer of an appropriate
rank will contact the family of
a deceased veteran and provide
on-the-spot assistance and
organise his last rites in a befitting and decent manner.
For the funeral of Inspector
General and above rank officers, a Commandant rank officer of the nearest unit or establishment will visit the bereaved
family.
For
Assistant
Commandant to Deputy
Inspector General, a Deputy
Commandant or Second-in-

Command (2 I/C) will attend
the last rites. Likewise, for
Constable to Subedar Major, an
Assistant Commandant or
Inspector will visit his family.
The designated officer will
be supposed to lay a wreath on
the mortal remains of the
deceased officer on behalf of
the CRPF.
“The Central Reserve
Police Force is discharging the
duties creditably in extremely
tough conditions in various
theatres of the country. During
the discharge of duties in difficult and stressful conditions,
the personnel of this Force
make a lot of sacrifice on a personal level in the line of duty.
In order to ensure that these
veterans/retirees of the Force
get a befitting and decent
farewell from the CRPF during
their last journey, a need was
felt to issue standard instructions in this regard,” reads a
Standing Order issued last

week by CRPF DG Kuldiep
Singh.
The CRPF has a culture
wherein all members of the
Force serving or retired, are like
members of the CRPF family.
As such, it is imperative that we
ensure an honourable farewell
to Force veterans during their
last journey and send a clear
message that “CRPF cares for
Force veterans till their last
journey,” according to the
order.
The nearest unit/establishment has been tasked to send
the designated officer for a
deceased veteran’s funeral and
the Group Centres/Heads of
Offices have been assigned the
role to widely publicise the latest welfare scheme during
Welfare Day functions and
Pension Adalats.
For effective implementation of the scheme, the next of
kin, dependent or relatives are
allowed to contact any Group

Centre or Unit in vicinity.
Upon receipt of information of
demise of a veteran, a designated officer will be detailed to
proceed to the residence of the
deceased veteran for laying
the wreath on the mortal
remains.
The guidelines also provide
for collection of data and maintain record of retirees/veterans
residing in the operational
jurisdiction of the respective
Group
Centre
or
Establishment.
The visiting officer will
interact with the family members of the deceased veteran.
The expenditure for the wreath
laying ceremony will be borne
out of the Welfare Fund of the
Unit or Establishment with
the limit fixed at C8,000.
A photographic record of
the wreath/funeral tribute on
behalf of DG CRPF will also be
maintained.
The CRPF is the biggest
armed force of the Union
Government under Home
Ministry and has been shifting
its policies and ethos towards
regimentation and cohesion
after learning some hard
lessons from the field.
Regimentation and cohesion
are basic structural formats of
any armed force to generate
camaraderie and espirite-decorp, officials said.
“After doing away with the
annual changeover of compact battalions in 2008-09,
there is a realisation in the
Force that unit cohesion and
even discipline was diluted to
a certain degree in the process,”
said a CRPF veteran welcoming the latest welfare scheme of
the paramilitary to honour the
deceased retirees.
The annual changeover of
the compact battalions that
continued from 1939 to 2009 is
again being brainstormed in
the CRPF to implement the
concepts of regimentation and
camaraderie or cohesion in
the ranks, another veteran said.
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aw Minister Kiren Rijiju
on Sunday hit out at the
L
Congress for allegedly quoting
a foreign media report to question the “credibility” of the
Government on the IndiaChina border issue.
He also once again posted
a short video of then Defence
Minister AK Antony’s purported remarks on China in
Lok Sabha. “Dear Congress
members, listen to Congress
Government’s
Defence
Minister before speaking on
China border issue,” the
Minister said in a tweet in
Hindi.
The Congress had on
Saturday sought an apology
from Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and asked him to “withdraw” his “clean chit” to China
that no one has entered into
Indian territory while citing a
Pentagon report that claims
China has entered 4.5 km into
Arunachal Pradesh.
In a series of tweets, Rijiju,
who hails from Arunachal
Pradesh, claimed that “some
mischievous media” wrote in
bold that China has built a village inside Arunachal’ “and
then slightly mentioned ‘at the
area occupied by China in
1959’. What’s your purpose?”
Rijiju said that “these people” deliberately don’t believe
the Indian Army but quickly
quoted a foreign story to “create a misleading headline to
question the credibility of our
Government and strength of
our army with a malicious
motive to demoralise the
nation”.
In a September 6, 2013,
clip, Antony told the House

that independent India had a
policy for many years that best
defence is not to develop the
border. Undeveloped border is
safer than developed border,
the then defence minister said,
adding that China on the other
had improved its infrastructure
on the border.
Congress spokesperson
Pawan Khera on Saturday said
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
must give answers and give
deadlines on when there will be
status quo ante as on April 2020
on all our borders with China.
The demand came after
the Congress cited a Pentagon
report in this regard.
Khera said the Chinese
intrusion has now been confirmed by the Pentagon to the
US Congress in its annual
report. The villages across the
border are of dual-use that
have not only civilian population but act as cantonment for
the Chinese army.
He said in June 2020, BJP
MP in Arunachal Pradesh Tapir
Gao had written to the prime
minister and the home minister warning them of the transgressions made by China into
Indian territory.
Khera said the Prime
Minister and the Home
Minister denied the transgressions and it has been 17 months
since PM Modi gave a “clean
chit” to China.
“That clean chit is a dark
chapter in our history because
it was used by China across the
world. China was emboldened
by this clean chit, not just in
Arunachal Pradesh and Ladakh
but also in Uttarakhand, where
PLA entered and destroyed
our infrastructure,” he told
reporters.
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he NIA has conducted
searches at two premises of
an accused in connection with
conspiracy and commission of
terrorist acts for extortion and
disruption of Government
works in Jharkhand’s Latehar,
an official said on Sunday.
The searches were
carried out at the premises of
the accused in village Bundu in
Hazaribagh, Jharkhand, the
official of the premier investigation agency said.
The case was registered by the National
Investigation Agency (NIA) in
March in connection with the
conspiracy and commission of
terrorist acts for extortion and
disruption of Government
works at Tetariyakhad Colliery
in Latehar, Jharkhand, the NIA
official said.
The accused were
the associates of Sujit Sinha and
Aman Sahu gang, and had
carried out arson of five vehicles at Tetariyakhad Colliery in
December last year, causing
injuries to four civilians, he
said.
The searches con-
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ducted at the residential
premises of the arrested and the
absconding accused persons
led to the recovery of digital
devices and other incriminating documents, which were
seized, the official said, adding
that further investigation in the
case is underway.
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he mental health of a person
cannot be compressed into
T
a “one size fits all’ approach, the
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he Editors Guild of India
T
(EGI) on Sunday condemned the Tripura Police’s
action of booking 102 people,
including journalists, under
the Unlawful Activities
(Prevention) Act and said the
government cannot use such
stringent laws to suppress
reporting on communal violence incidents.
The Guild, in a statement, said it was “deeply
shocked” at the police’s action
against journalists and said it
was an attempt by the Tripura
government to deflect attention
away from its own failure to
control majoritarian violence.
Tripura Police on Saturday
booked 102 social media
account holders under the
Unlawful Activities Prevention
Act (UAPA), criminal conspiracy and forgery charges
and served notices to the
authorities of Twitter, Facebook
and YouTube to freeze their
accounts and inform all particulars of those persons to it.
This action came after Tripura
Police registered a case against
four Supreme Court lawyers
under the stringent act and various sections of the Indian
Penal Code for allegedly promoting communal disharmony with their social media

posts on the recent violence in
the state targeting Muslims.
The EGI said, “The
Editors Guild of India is deeply
shocked by the Tripura Police’s
action of booking 102 people,
including journalists, under
the coercive Unlawful Activities
(Prevention) Act, for reporting
and writing on the recent communal violence in the state.”
The Guild said one
of the journalists, Shyam Meera
Singh, has alleged that he has
been booked under the UAPA
for merely tweeting ‘Tripura is
burning’.
“This is an extremely disturbing trend where such
a harsh law, where in the
process of investigation and
bail applications are extremely rigorous and overbearing, is
being used for merely reporting on and protesting against
communal violence.
“The Guild is of the
opinion that this is an attempt
by the State Government to
deflect attention away from its
own failure to control majoritarian violence, as well as to
take action against the perpetrators of this. Governments
cannot use stringent laws like
UAPA to suppress reporting on
such incidents,” it said.
The EGI demanded
that the state government conduct an objective and fair inves-

tigation into the circumstances
of the rights instead of penalising journalists and civil society activists.
“Further, the Guild
reiterates its earlier demand to
the Supreme Court of India to
take cognisance of the manner
in which such laws are unjustifiably used against freedom of
speech, and to issue stringent
guidelines on charging journalist under them, so that these
laws don’t become an easy tool
for suppressing press freedom,”
it said.
A mosque was vandalised
and two shops were set ablaze
at Chamtilla in Tripura during
a rally by Vishva Hindu
Parishad on October 26, called
to protest against the communal violence in neighbouring
Bangladesh.
Three houses and a
few shops, reportedly owned by
Muslims, were also ransacked
in nearby Rowa Bazar, according to police.
The
State
Government had on October
29 alleged that a group from
outside with vested interests
had hatched a conspiracy
against the administration to
create unrest in Tripura and
malign its image by uploading
fake photographs of a burning
mosque on social media after
the October 26 incident.

Supreme Court has said while
setting aside an order of the
Karnataka High Court which
quashed criminal proceedings
against a government official in
a case of abetment of suicide.
A bench of justices D
Y Chandrachud and B V
Nagarathna said the observation
of the high court that there is no
material to corroborate the allegations made in the suicide note
is erroneous.
“ T h e
Single Judge, other than deciding on the merits of the case
while exercising the power
under Section 482 of the CrPC,
has also made observations
diminishing the importance of
mental health. The mental
health of a person cannot be
compressed into a one size fits

all approach,” the bench said.
The apex court said it is not a
consideration for the high court
while exercising its power under
Section 482 of the CrPC, particularly in view of the fact that
the trial has not begun.
The top court said
the Single Judge of the high
court has termed a person who
decided to commit suicide a
‘weakling’ and has also made
observations on how the behavior of the deceased before he
committed suicide was not that
of a person who is depressed
and suffering from mental
health issues.
“Behavioural scientists have initiated the discourse on the heterogeneity of every individual
and have challenged the traditional notion of ‘all humans
behave alike’. Individual personality differences manifest as
a variation in the behavior of
people.
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rime Minister Narendra
Modi will lay the foundaP
tion stone for four-laning of
five sections of Shri Sant
Dnyaneshawar Maharaj Palkhi
Marg (NH-965) and three sections of Shri Sant Tukaram
Maharaj Palkhi Marg (NH965G) via video conferencing
on Monday.
The development is
designed to facilitate pilgrims’
journey to Pandharpur, a town
associated with Sant Tukaram
and Sant Dnyaneshawar.
Dedicated walkways
for ‘Palkhi’ (palanquin) will
be constructed on either side of
these national highways, providing hassle free and safe passage to devotees, the Prime
Minister’s office said in a statement.
About 221 km of
Sant Dnyaneshwar Maharaj

Palkhi Marg from Diveghat to
Mohol and about 130 Km of
Sant Tukaram Maharaj Palkhi
Marg from Patas to
Tondale-Bondale will be fourlaned at estimated costs of
more than Rs 6690 crore and
about C4400 crore respectively, it said.
Modi will also “dedicate to the nation” more
than 223 km of completed and
upgraded road projects, constructed with an estimated cost

of over C1,180 crore at different national highways for
boosting connectivity to
Pandharpur.
These
projects
include construction done on
Mhaswad - Piliv - Pandharpur
(NH 548E), Kurduwadi Pandharpur (NH 965C),
Pandharpur - Sangola (NH
965C), Tembhurni-Pandharpur
section of NH 561A, and
Pandharpur - Mangalwedha Umadi section of NH 561A.
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New Delhi: The Supreme
Court is scheduled to hear on
Monday the matter related to
the October 3 Lakhimpur
Kheri incident in which eight
people, including four farmers, were killed in violence
during a farmers’ protest.
A bench comprising Chief
Justice N V Ramana and justices Surya Kant and Hima
Kohli would hear the matter
in which the Supreme Court
had on October 26 directed
the Uttar Pradesh government to provide protection to
witnesses under the Witness
Protection Scheme, 2018.
The top court had also
asked the Uttar Pradesh government to record the statements of other witnesses
before the judicial magistrate
under section 164 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure (CrPC)

and expedite the examination of digital evidence by
experts.
Statements under section
164 of the CrPC are recorded
before a judicial magistrate

and they have evidentiary
value.
The bench had sought a
status report from the state
government on the alleged
lynching of a journalist and

one Shyam Sundar by the
mob, after a vehicle mowed
down four protesting farmers.
The top court is hearing
the Lakhimpur Kheri matter
after two lawyers had written

to the CJI seeking a high-level
judicial inquiry, also involving
the CBI, into the incident.
The counsel appearing for
the state government had told
the Supreme C ourt on
October 26 that out of 68 witnesses, the statements of 30
witnesses have been recorded
under section 164 of the CrPC
and some more testimonies
will be recorded.
“Of these 30 witnesses, 23
claim to be eye-witnesses. A
lot of witnesses are formal witnesses of recovery and all,” the
state’s counsel had told the
bench, adding that 16 accused
have been identified so far.
The police have so far
arrested several accused,
including Union Minister of
State for Home Ajay Mishra’s
son Ashish Mishra, in connection with the case. PTI
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aking a swipe at the
Government over a media
report that claimed that in the
last eight years, the poor in the
country are rising rapidly, former Congress president Rahul
Gandhi on Sunday asked where
are those who used to say
“achche din” (good days) are
coming.
He hit out at the

T

Government on the issue of
poverty and alleged that those
who were in the middle-class in
the country are poor now and
the poor are being crushed
now. The report claimed that in
2020, 7.6 crore people have
gone below the poverty line and
the number of poor is increasing.
“Those in the middle-class
earlier are now poor. Those
who were poor are now being
crushed. Where are those who

used to say that ‘achche din’
(good days) are coming,” he
asked in a tweet in Hindi.
The Congress on its official
Twitter account also alleged that
people have lost their better
days while waiting for ‘achche
din’ to come. Gandhi made an
apparent reference to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
remarks ahead of the 2014 Lok
Sabha elections where he used
the slogan “achche din” are
coming” in his poll campaign.
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he CBI on Sunday arrested
Ashok Saikia, son of former
T
Assam chief minister Hiteswar
Saikia, in connection with a 25year-old alleged loan default
case of around C 9 lakh, officials
said.
The action came
after a non-bailable warrant
was issued against him for
non-appearance in court
despite summons, they said.

Ashok Saikia, who was questioned by the Guwahati team of
the CBI, was put under arrest
and will be produced in court
on Monday, the officials said.
When contacted, his elder
brother and Leader of
Opposition in the Assam
Assembly Debabrata Saikia
told PTI that Ashok Saikia
was taken away by a team of
CBI officials in the evening.
“I do not know whether he has
been arrested or detained. In

fact, I do not know where he
has been taken. This is a very
old case and was duly settled.
The bank did not inform the
court and it was the bank’s
fault,” the senior Congress
leader added.
Ashok Saikia, a businessman by profession, issued
a statement through his elder
brother and said that he had
availed the loan in 1996 from
The Assam State Co-operative
Agriculture and Rural

Development Bank Ltd
(ASCARD).
“Later, I
repaid the loan as per an
ASCARD letter in 2011. The
ASCARD general manager incharge through an official letter, dated October 28, 2015, had
stated that no dues were pending. The CBI team suddenly
came to our house and said my
loan is pending. I did not
receive any notice from the CBI
or the court.
“I do not
know why the CBI has brought

me in a baseless and fictitious
case. Only the CBI or the government will know this,” the
businessman said.
Debabrata Saikia
also shared the ASCARD certificate, issued by its General
Manager In-Charge H N Borah
on October 28, 2015, which
had mentioned that Ashok Kr
Saikia, director of HPS India
Pvt Ltd, had availed a loan of
Rs 9,37,701 under the bridge
loan scheme in 1996.
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ver 33 lakh children in
India are malnourished
O
and more than half of them fall
in the severely malnourished
category with Maharashtra,
Bihar and Gujarat topping the
list, the WCD ministry has said
in response to an RTI query.
Prompting concern that
the Covid pandemic could
exacerbate the health and nutrition crisis among the poorest of
the poor, the Women and
Child Development ministry
estimates that there are
17,76,902 (17.76 lakh/1.7 million) severely acute malnourished children (SAM) and
15,46,420 (15.46 lakh/1.5 million) moderately acute malnourished (MAM) children as
of October 14, 2021.
The total 33,23,322 (33.23
lakh/3.3 million) is a compilation of data from 34 States and
union territories, the Ministry
said in response to an RTI
query by PTI. The numbers
were registered on the Poshan
tracker app developed last year
as a governance tool for realtime monitoring of nutritional outcomes.
While the numbers are
alarming in themselves, a comparison with figures from last
November make them even
more so. A 91 per cent rise in

he Congress on Sunday
demanded that Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
former Comptroller and
Auditor General (CAG) Vinod
Rai tender an unconditional
apology to the nation for their
“sinister role” in an alleged conspiracy to bring down
Manmohan Singh-headed the
UPA-II government using the
purported 2G spectrum scam.
A conspiracy to destabilise
the government has been
exposed with Rai’s recent apology to Congress leader Sanjay
Nirupam for wrongly naming
him as one of the MPs who had
pressured him not to name
Singh in the CAG report on 2G
spectrum allocation, Congress
spokesperson Gourav Vallabh
claimed.
“The criminal conspiracy
to bring down the UPA government is thus writ large. The
nation must know that truth
has been vindicated.... The BJP
had conspired to malign our
government and Vinod Rai
was a party to it.
“Let Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, Vinod Rai
and all others tender an unconditional apology to the nation
and admit to their sinister
role (in the conspiracy),”
Vallabh told a press conference
here.
Rai had recently tendered
an unconditional apology to
Nirupam in response to a
defamation case filed by the
latter following his claim that
the Nirupam was one of the
lawmakers who sought to pres-

the number of SAM children
has been seen between
November 2020 and October
14, 2021 -- up from 9,27,606
(9.27 lakh) to 17.76 lakh now.
However, the two sets of
figures are based on differing
methods of data collection.
The number of SAM children
(from six months to six years)
identified last year was counted by 36 states and union territories and conveyed to the
Centre.
The latest figures are
through Poshan tracker where
the numbers were directly
entered by anganwadis and
accessed by the Centre and the
age group of the children has
not
been
specified.
The
World
Health
Organisation defines SAM by
very low weight-for-height or
a mid-upper arm circumference less than 115 mm, or by
the presence of nutritional
oedema. MAM is defined as
moderate wasting and/or mid-

upper-arm circumference
(MUAC) greater or equal to
115 mm and less than 125 mm.
Both MAM and SAM
have severe health repercussions on the health of a child.
Children suffering from SAM
have very low weight for their
height, and are nine times
more likely to die in case of diseases due to their weakened
immune system. Those suffering from MAM are also at
increased risk of morbidity
and mortality during childhood.
According to the RTI reply
quoting the Poshan tracker,
Maharashtra registered the
highest number of malnourished children at 6,16,772 (6.16
lakh) with 1,57,984 (1.57 lakh)
MAM children and 4,58,788
(4.58 lakh) SAM children.
Number two on the list is
Bihar with 4,75,824 (4.75 lakh)
malnourished
children
(3,23,741 MAM children and
1,52,083 SAM children).

sure him to keep then PM
Manmohan Singh’s name out
of the government’s audit
report on 2G spectrum auctions.
Nirupam had filed the
defamation case against Rai
after the former CAG in his
book in 2014 made the allegation against him and repeated it in interviews to the
media.
Vallabh asserted that the
loss of Rs 1.76 lakh crore to the
exchequer in the grant of 2G
spectrum licenses during the
UPA regime was a ‘presumptive’ number put forth by Rai,
which was not backed by any
evidence.
The Congress leader
alleged that the BJP, the RSS,
AAP leader Arvind Kejriwal
and several others latched on to
this “vicious and malicious
campaign” with an aim to
somehow install a saffron party
government led by Narendra
Modi into power.
“The then Director
General, Audit, P&T (Post and
Telecommunications) in the
CAG, RP Singh, who was the
principal 2G spectrum auditor,
told the Joint Parliamentary
Committee on 2G spectrum
that no loss had been caused to
the exchequer. When he had
forwarded his findings to the
CAG headquarters, he was
taken off the audit and the findings were changed,” Vallabh
said.The Congress leader
pointed that after the Modi-led
government came to power at
the Centre, Rai was appointed
as the chairman of the Banking
Recruitment Board.
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he
Uttar
Pradesh
Government has started
an interest waiver scheme for
electricity consumers on their
bill arrears, the state’s Energy
Minister for Srikant Sharma
has said.
“Under the scheme, interest on arrears would be waived
off for certain category of consumers,” Sharma, UP Minister
for Energy and Additional
Source of Energy, told
reporters.
He said the money realised
will pave the way for improvement as the department is
already running at a deficit of
C90,000 crore.
The loan waiver scheme
has been introduced as roughly 70 per cent of rural consumers are not able to deposit
their bills in time, while 25 per
cent of urban consumers have
turned defaulters due to the
non-payment of bills in time,
the minister said.
He added that timely payment of bills by all will pave the
way for an uninterrupted cheap
power supply.
In this regard, interest on
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is likely to firm up by
the middle of next year a
Iroadndia
map for rolling out the
arrears has not only been
waived off but the facility to pay
the arrears in six easy instalments has also been extended
for domestic consumers, the
minister said.
According to the minister,
for the first time, commercial
consumers have been brought
under the ambit of the scheme.
Respite has also been provided to small shopkeepers hit
by the Covid-19 pandemic.
Full interest on arrears of
shopkeepers for the undertwo-kilowatts consumption
category has been waived off,
while 50 per cent interest on
arrears of shopkeepers under
the 2-5 kilowatt category will be
waived off, the minister said.
The objective of introducing the scheme is to fulfil
the commitment of the government to provide a cheap,
uninterrupted power supply,
the minister said.

ambitious theatre commands
that are expected to ensure
optimum utilisation of the military resources and enhance the
country’s war-fighting capability, people familiar with the
developments said on Sunday.
The actual operationalisation of the theatre commands
may take two to three years,
they said.According to the
plan, each of the theatre commands will have units of the
Army, the Navy and the Air
Force and all of them will
work as a single entity looking
after security challenges in a
specified geographical territory under an operational commander.At present, the Army,
Navy and the Air Force have
separate commands. Initially, a
plan was firmed up for the creation of an Air Defence
Command and Maritime
Theatre Command.The theatre
commands are being planned
to integrate the capabilities of
the three services and to ensure

optimal utilisation of their
resources.
Recently, the department of
military affairs (DMA) asked
the three services to complete
their studies on the proposed
theatre commands by April so
that the plan to create the new
structures can be expedited, the
people cited above said.
“A roadmap for implementation of the plan to roll
out the theatre commands is
likely to be firmed up by the
middle of next year,” said one
of the people.
Chief of Defence Staff Gen
Bipin Rawat has been working
on the theaterisation model
under which new integrated
commands are being envisaged.The theatre commands
are being set up under a larger mandate of ensuring synergy among the three service
chiefs to deal with future security challenges.Gen Rawat took
over as India’s first CDS on
January 1, 2020, with a mandate to bring in convergence
among the three services and
restructure military commands
to effectively deal with future
security challenges.
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igress ‘Radha’ has given
birth to two cubs, taking
T
the number of striped animals
in Madhya Pradesh’s largest
Nauradehi Wildlife Sanctuary
to seven, an official said on
Sunday.
Radha in the first litter
had given birth to three cubs in
2020. “A feline named Radha
has given birth to two cubs. We
have spotted the two new
guests in our sanctuary”,
Divisional Forest Officer
Sudhansu Yadav told PTI.
He said Radha from the
Kanha Tiger Reserve and tiger
Kanha from the Bandhavgarh
Tiger Reserve - both tiger habitats (reserves) located in east
Madhya Pradesh - were relocated to Nauradehi in 2018.
Nauradehi is the biggest
wildlife sanctuary in Madhya
Pradesh which is spread over
an area of 1,197 sq km in Sagar,
Damoh and Narsinghpur districts. Yadav said the sanctuary has plans to build a tiger
track in the park for tourists
who want to have a glimpse of
the majestic beasts.
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development
came less than 24 hours
Iafternthata asignificant
special holiday court
sent him to judicial custody for
14 days, the Bombay High
Court on Sunday remanded
Maharashtra’s former Home
Minister and accused in a
money laundering case Anil
Deshmukh to the custody of
the Enforcement Directorate
(ED) till November 12.
In a turn of events that
unfolded a day after a special
holiday court rejected the ED’s
plea seeking extension of his
custody by nine days, a HC
vacation bench of Justice
Madhav
Jamdar
sent
Deshmukh back to the ED’s
custody till November 12.
Justice Jamdar was hearing
an ED plea, challenging the
special court's November 6
order remanding the former
State Home Minister to 14-day
judicial custody, on the ground
that it was bad in law and

against the principles of natural
justice.
While the ED was represented by Additional Solicitor
General Anil Singh, counsel
Vikram Chaudhri and advocate
Aniket Nikam appeared for
Deshmukh in the high court.
Declining to entertain a
plea by the ED seeking extension of his custody by nine
days, Holiday Special Court
Judge PR Sitre had on Saturday
remanded Deshmukh to judicial custody for 14 days.
S even-one-year-old
Deshmukh was arrested in the
early hours of November after
intense grilling lasting for more
than 12 hours in the alleged
money laundering case linked
to the charges of extortion
made against him by Mumbai’s
former Police Commissioner
Param Bir Singh.
Deshmukh had resigned
from his post as the State
Home Minister on April 5
2021 within hours after the
Bombay High Court ordered a
“Preliminary Enquiry” (PE)
by the CBI into the serious
charges of corruption made
against him by Mumbai’s former Police Commissioner
Param Bir Singh. He is being
investigated by the CBI and

Enforcement Directorate (ED)
over the allegations of corruption made by Param Bir Singh.
It may be recalled that on
March 20, the former commissioner of police had alleged
that State Home Minister
Deshmukh had asked now
arrested and dismissed police
officer Sachin Vaze to "collect"
a staggering C100 crore per
month from bars, restaurants
and other sources in Mumbai.
Deshmukh is being investigated by the CBI in connection with a First Information
Report (FIR) registered by it on
April 24 section 7 of the
amended Prevention of
Corruption Act and section
120-b (conspiracy) of IPC for
an “attempt to obtain undue
advantage for important and
dishonest performance of the
public duty”.
Having prima facie found
“cognisance offences” of corruption and conspiracy
against him during a
Preliminary Enquiry (PE) conducted by it into the allegations
made against him by Mumbai’s
former Police Commissioner
Param Bir Singh, the CBI on
April 21 registered a regular
case against him and other
unknown people.
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a fresh strike ‘unidentified’
late Sunday evening
Ishotnterrorists
dead a constable of
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he Indo-Tibetan Border
Police (ITBP) has taken a
T
first-time decision to deploy its
specialised engineering wing
for constructing certain roads
and foot tracks along the Line
of Actual Control to speed up
connectivity projects with its
posts in Ladakh and Arunachal
Pradesh.
The move, which was
approved by the Union Home
Ministry, comes amid a military standoff with China in the
eastern Ladakh area.
Official sources told PTI
that the border force, ITBP, has
taken up the “challenge” to construct four out of the 32 roads
under phase-II of the IndiaChina Border Roads project
and two out of the total 18 foot
tracks sanctioned to it by the
Government.
They said the roads of
varying lengths of about one to
two kilometres, connecting
ITBP border posts in the
Himalayan ranges, are in the
Ladakh region’s 3,488-km-long
Line of Actual Control (LAC)
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eavy rains lashed Chennai
H
and its suburban areas
overnight leading to all round
water-logging and authorities
on Sunday sounded a preliminary flood alert to people as
three city reservoirs were
opened in a phased manner to
release surplus water.
Chief Minister MK Stalin
inspected several inundated
areas here along with top officials including Chief Secretary
V Irai Anbu and directed
authorities to take swift action
to drain flood water.
Stalin, along with Cabinet
colleagues distributed flood
assistance, including rice, milk
and blankets to people in
affected areas, housed in a
temporary shelter here.
Health Minister Ma
Subramanian said Chennai
experienced 20 cm rain in
about 12 hours since last night.
According to IMD data, the
rainfall ranged between 10 CM
and 23 CM in Chennai and its
suburbs. The Kamarajar Salai
point (DGP Office on the
Marina beachfront) near the
Tamil Nadu Secretariat recorded the highest of 23 CM and
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n Indian Coast Guard
(ICG) ship on Sunday resA
cued seven fishermen whose
boat caught fire due to fuel
leakage from its engine exhaust
and was sinking near the international maritime boundary in
the Arabian sea off the Gujarat
coast.
While on patrol, the ICG
Ship (ICGS) Arush rescued
the fishermen from the boat
‘Kalash Raj’ in coordination
with other fishing boats in an
area close to the notional international boundary, an official
release said.
“The boat reportedly
caught fire due to fuel leakage

from the engine exhaust. ICGS
Arush under the command of
Commandant (JG) Ashwini
Kumar, arrived with the maximum speed at the scene of the
fire and quickly engaged in firefighting operations,” the Indian
Coast Guard said. The boat
sank due to the rapid spread of
fire, it said. The rescued crew,
who were exhausted and visibly tired, were taken on board
and provided with first-aid
and initial assistance by the
ICG ship, the release said.
The rescued fishermen
were shifted to another fishing
boat operating in the vicinity,
which will likely reach Okha in
Gujarat’s Devbhumi Dwarka
district by Monday, it added.
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suburban Ennore in north
Chennai 10 cm.
Some of the suburban locations, including areas covered
in nearby Tiruvallur district
received between 3 CM
(Poondi and RK Pet) and 9 CM
(Cholavaram). The IMD has
given a ‘red’ category warning,
indicating heavy rains in Tamil
Nadu and neighbouring
Puducherry on Sunday.
In view of increase in
showers in catchment areas,
surplus water was released
from Poondi reservoir, which
was raised in a phased manner
up to 3,376 cusecs of water, the
Tamil Nadu State Disaster
Management Authority said

in
a
tweet.Similarly,
Chembarambakkam and
Puzhal reservoirs, two other
important sources of drinking
water to the Chennai city were
opened to let out surplus rain
water, water resources authorities here said adding the initial release -from both the
facilities- was to the tune of
about 500 cusecs.
Four teams of National
Disaster Response Force have
been deployed to assist in rescue operations in case of emergency. One team each in
Chengalpet and Tiruvallur and
two teams at Madurai are stationed for rescue operations,
the TNSDMA said.
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n a curious reference to
Bengal politics BJP president
JP Nadda and other senior
leaders like Dharmendra
Pradhan on Sunday launched
a fierce attack from the party’s
national executive against the
Trinamool Congress regime
for letting loose a reign of terror in the State and vowed to
protect its cadre during their
hours of crisis taking their
struggle to its logical conclusion.
Reacting sharply to what
came from the BJP national
executive the Trinamool
Congress said it was high time
the saffron leadership stopped
playing the “broken record.”
Senior TMC MP Saugato
Roy said “the BJP had been trying to polarize the State for
narrow electoral gains … they
used all kinds of filthy languages and brought false allegations against our party leaders … but the net result was
that they lost poorly to the
TMC in the by-elections losing
all the seven seats … this only
proves that the people are not
buying their arguments …
now they should accept the
defeat and shut their mouths.”

I
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with China while the foot
tracks, which are used by
troops during patrols, are in the
Arunachal Pradesh area.
The engineers and supervisors of the ITBP wing will
“plan and monitor” the entire
work, and a ground force
comprising labourers and
masons will be hired according to Government norms,
sources said.
Traditionally, road construction projects along these
areas are carried out by the
Border Roads Organisation
(BRO), the Central Public
Works Department (CPWD)
and other such agencies.
Officials said the engineering wing of the force, an
essential component of the
ITBP since its raising in 1962,
has been roped in for the task
in order to speed up the border posts connectivity work.
In these high-altitude and
remote areas, getting contractors and construction workers
is not that easy and hence, the
work of border road construction remains slow, an officer
explained.

Jammu and Kashmir police
outside his residence in SD
Colony area of Batmaloo in
Srinagar.
According to the preliminary reports, the policeman
was hit from a close range. He
received a bullet injury in his
head and was rushed to the
nearby SMHS hospital where
he was declared brought dead
by the hospital authorities.
According to police the
martyred cop has been identified as Constable Touseef
Ahmad.
This is the first incident of
targeted killing of a policeman
after adequate security measures were taken to enhance
vigil in and around Srinagar
after sudden spurt in incidents
of attacks on the members
belonging to the minority communities. Union Home
Minister Amit Shah had directed the security forces to
enhance presence of the security forces to instil confidence
among the local residents and
ensure safety and security of
the minorities. Additional
central paramilitary forces were
rushed from North and South
Kashmir districts to central
Kashmir to beef up the security. Large number of bunkers
were also set up to check the
movement of the suspicious
people.
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fisherman
from
Maharashtra was killed
A
and a crew member of his boat
was injured allegedly in firing
by Pakistan Maritime Security
Agency (PMSA) personnel
near international maritime
boundary line in the Arabian
sea off Gujarat coast, a police
official said on Sunday.
The incident occurred
around 4 PM on Saturday, he
said.
“A fisherman from
Thane in Maharashtra, who
was on a fishing boat ‘Jalpari,’
was killed after the PMSA personnel opened fire on him
and other crew members on
Saturday evening,” Devbhumi
Dwarka Superintendent of
Police Sunil Joshi said.
There were seven crew
members on the boat and one
of them also sustained a minor
injury in the firing incident, he
said.
The body of fisherman
Sridhar Ramesh Chamre (32)
was brought to Okha port on
Sunday and an FIR was being
registered by the Porbandar
Navi Bandar police, which
has jurisdiction across Gujarat
over anyincident that occurs

beyond 12 nautical miles in the
Arabian sea, he added.
“Chamre was on the fishing boat ‘Jalpari’, which had
sailed from Okha on October
25 with seven crew members,
five of whom were from
Gujarat and two from
Maharashtra,” Joshi said.
Investigation into the incident was underway, he said.
In a statement, the Indian
Coast Guard (ICG) said: “The
case is under investigation at
present by police authorities
and crew are being interviewed
jointly. Details can be shared
only after completion of the
investigation.”
However, the ICG confirmed that there was a firing
in which one person died and
one person was injured. When
asked about Pakistan’s claim of
arresting six “occupants” of
the boat, the ICG responded:
“Arrests not confirmed.”
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'HOKL¶VDLUTXDOLW\ZRUVHQVDVFRXQWHUPHDVXUHV
IRUILUHFUDFNHUVDQGVWXEEOHEXUQLQJJRVRXWK

(

YHQWKUHHGD\VDIWHUWKH'LZDOLIHVWLYLWLHVJRWRYHUWKHUHLVQROHWXSLQWKHSROOX
WLRQKDQJLQJRYHUWKH&DSLWDO7KHVPRJWKDWGHVFHQGHGWRHQYHORSWKHFLW\LVVWLOO
WKHUH'HOKL·V$LU4XDOLW\,QGH[UHPDLQVLQWKHKD]DUGRXVYHU\SRRUFDWHJRU\,WLV
GHVSLWHWKHFRPSOHWHEDQRQWKHVDOHDQGEXUQLQJRIILUHFUDFNHUVLQ'HOKL7KLV'LZDOL
OLNHWKHSUHYLRXV\HDUVWKHEXUQLQJRIILUHZRUNVZHQWRQDOOQLJKWWKRXJK7KHEDQDQG
RWKHUDZDUHQHVVGULYHVKDYHVKRZQVRPHLPSURYHPHQWLQWKHVLWXDWLRQDVWKHYROXPH
RIILUHFUDFNHUVDQGWKHWLPHGXUDWLRQKDYHFRPHGRZQWKRXJKDVWXG\LV\HWWRFRUURE
RUDWHWKDW+RZHYHULWZRXOGEHZURQJWREODPH'LZDOLFUDFNHUVVROHO\IRUWKHEDGDLU
TXDOLW\LQWKH&DSLWDODVRWKHUIDFWRUVDOVRFRQWULEXWHWRSROOXWLQJWKH'HOKLDLU9HKLFXODU
SROOXWLRQDQGVWXEEOHEXUQLQJLQQHDUE\6WDWHVDUHELJIDFWRUV0RUHRYHUWKHGXVWIURP
FRQVWUXFWLRQVLWHVDQGJDUEDJHEXUQLQJDOVRPDNHWKHDLUTXDOLW\QRVHGLYH:KDWLVPRUH
WKHFKDQJHLQZHDWKHUDQGWKHPLVVLQJEUHH]HFXU
UHQWNHHSWKHSROOXWLRQFORXGKDQJLQJRYHUWKHFLW\IRU
GD\V,WLVLQGHHGDURXWLQHQRZDQGWKRXJKVRPH
HIIRUWVKDYHEHHQPDGHWRVHQVLWLVHSHRSOHDJDLQVW
EXUQLQJVWXEEOHDQGEXUVWLQJFUDFNHUVWKHSUDFWLFHV
DUHVWLOOXQGHUZD\LQDELJZD\8QIRUWXQDWHO\WKHUH
LVDELJOREE\WKDWVXSSRUWVWKHEXUQLQJRIILUHFUDFN
HUV DQG OLQNV LW WR UHOLJLRXV IUHHGRP 7RQQHV RI
:KDWV$SSPHVVDJHVVXJJHVWWKDW+LQGXVKDYHDULJKW
WREXUQWKHILUHFUDFNHUVDQGQRERG\KDVDQ\EXVLQHVV
WRGHEDUWKHP7KH\VDIHO\IRUJHWWKDWEXUQLQJILUH
FUDFNHUVLVQRWSDUWRIDQ\UHOLJLRQ
'LZDOLZDVVXSSRVHGWREHDIHVWLYDORIOLJKWVQRWDIHVWLYDORIQRLVH0RUHRYHUWKH
IRONVDWWKHLUKRPHV³ HVSHFLDOO\WKHROGHUDQG\RXQJHURQHV³ ZRXOGLQKDOHWKHVDPH
DLUWKDWWKH\DUHSURXGO\SROOXWLQJ$VLPLODUVWRU\LVZLWKWKHVWXEEOHEXUQLQJ7KHIDUP
HUVVHHLWDVDQHDV\DQGFKHDSHUZD\WRFOHDUWKHLUILHOGVIRUWKHQH[WFURSUHDOLVLQJ
OLWWOHWKDWLWDOVRNLOOVIDYRXUDEOHPLFUREHVWKDWKHOSWKHJURZWKRISODQWV/HW·VQRWIRU
JHWWKDWWR[LFDLUNLOOVPRUHWKDQRQHPLOOLRQSHRSOHHDFK\HDULQWKHFRXQWU\/DVW\HDU
'HOKLUHFRUGHGWKHKLJKHVWFRQFHQWUDWLRQRI30VRIDU³ LWZDVDWWLPHVWKHVDIH
SUHVFULEHGE\WKH:RUOG+HDOWK2UJDQLVDWLRQ :+2 6RZKDWLVWKHVROXWLRQ"$JDLQ
WKLVKDVQRTXLFNIL[VROXWLRQRUFDQEHWDFNOHGE\EDQQLQJLWDQGSHQDOLVLQJSHRSOHZKLFK
ZRXOGKDYHLWVUHSHUFXVVLRQV$JUDGXDOSHUVXDVLYHDSSURDFKFRXSOHGZLWKEHWWHUDOWHU
QDWLYHVFDQWDFNOHWKHSUREOHP)RULQVWDQFHGHYHORSLQJ +DUYHVWHUV WKDWFDQFXWWKH
FURSIURPLWVURRW(YHQVPDOOKDQGKHOGPHFKDQLVHGPDFKLQHVFDQEHHPSOR\HGWRGR
WKHMRE6LPLODUO\FRPPXQLW\ILUHZRUNVVKRXOGEHSURPRWHGZKHUHLQSHRSOHSRROXSWR
HQMR\ILUHFUDFNHUVLQWKHVDIHLGHQWLILHGSODFHVDZD\IURPWKHLUUHVLGHQWLDODUHDV:H
KDYHWDFNOHGYHKLFXODUSROOXWLRQLQDELJZD\E\UHSODFLQJWKHOHDGPL[SHWURODQGGLHVHO
ZLWKWKH&1*,WZRUNHGVRWKHUHLVQRUHDVRQWKDWWKHVHSROOXWDQWVFDQQRWEHWDFNOHG
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3HRSOHPLVVLQJWKHLUVHFRQGGRVHLQDIUHVK
ZDYHRIYDFFLQHKHVLWDQF\LVDQDODUPLQJVLJQ

KHYDFFLQDWLRQSURFHVVLQWKHFRXQWU\KDVVORZHGGRZQ,WZLOOEHDWWULEXWHG
WRWKHIHVWLYHVHDVRQEHJLQQLQJ'XVVHUDKDQGQRZ'LZDOL7KHVHDVRQODVWV
WLOOQHZ\HDU·VHYH,WFRXOGEHRQHUHDVRQEXWRWKHUSHUWLQHQWUHDVRQVFDQQRW
EHLJQRUHG,WLVQHDUO\FHUWDLQWKDWLI'HFHPEHULVWKH*RYHUQPHQW·VFKRVHQGHDG
OLQHE\ZKLFKWRYDFFLQDWHDOOHOLJLEOHDGXOWVWKHQWKDWWDUJHWLVPRVWOLNHO\WREH
PLVVHG9DFFLQDWLRQVVORZHGGRZQLQWKH'LZDOLZHHNWRFURUHDVDJDLQVWIRXU
FURUHWKHSUHYLRXVZHHN7KDWLVDGURSRIFORVHWRDKDOIDQGPD\QRWEHUHDOO\
VXUSULVLQJFRQVLGHULQJPDQ\SHRSOHZRXOGKDYHEHHQRQOHDYHDQGWUDYHOOLQJ7KH
ILJXUHPD\SLFNXSLQWKHFRPLQJZHHN+RZHYHUZKDWLVZRUULVRPHLVWKHIDFW
WKDWDODUJHSRUWLRQRIWKHKLJKULVNSRSXODWLRQRI
,QGLDKDVPLVVHGWKHVHFRQGGRVH)RUW\SHUFHQW
RIHOGHUVDERYH\HDUV³ WREH
H[DFW³ KDYHQRW\HWWDNHQWKHVHFRQGGRVH2QO\
RGG FURUH RI WKHP KDYH UHFHLYHG ERWK WKH
GRVHV7KHUHLVQRGDWDDYDLODEOHDERXWWKHUHD
VRQV:HUHWKH\DZDUHRIWKHGHDGOLQHIRUWKHVHF
RQGGRVHRUZHUHWKH\LOORURWKHUZLVHRFFXSLHG
WKDWWKH\PLVVHGWKHGDWHRUFRXOGWKH\QRWPDNH
LWWRWKHYDFFLQDWLRQFHQWUHVIRUVRPHUHDVRQ"
,WLVZHOONQRZQE\QRZWKDWWKH&RURQDYLUXV
LVPRVWGDPDJLQJIRUWKHHOGHUO\DQGLQILUPPRUH
VRIRUWKRVHZLWKFRPRUELGLWLHVDPRQJWKHP7KLVVHFWLRQZLWKRQO\RQHGRVH
ZLOOEHWKHPRVWYXOQHUDEOHLIWKHFRXQWU\ZHUHWRZLWQHVVDIUHVKSDQGHPLFZDYH
(YHQLQWKHDJHJURXSWKHSHUFHQWDJHRIWKRVHZKRUHFHLYHGWKHVHFRQG
GRVHLVPXFKOHVV)RUW\WZRFURUHILUVWGRVHVKDYHEHHQJLYHQWRWKLVVHJPHQW
LQFRPSDULVRQWRFURUHVHFRQGGRVHV,WLVWKLVJURXSWKDWLVPRVWDIIOLFW
HGE\YDFFLQHKHVLWDQF\DQGYDFFLQHFRPSODFHQF\7KHSHUFHQWDJHJURXS
KDVIDUHGFRPSDUDWLYHO\EHWWHUDERXWWKHVHFRQGGRVH7KH*RYHUQPHQWVKRXOG
PRUHYLJRURXVO\FDPSDLJQWRGUDZSHRSOHWRWKHYDFFLQDWLRQFHQWUHV7KHLPPH
GLDWHIRFXVVKRXOGEHRQWKHYXOQHUDEOHVHFWLRQV7KRVHZKRKDYHFRQVFLRXVO\
PLVVHGRXWRQWKHVHFRQGGRVHQHHGFRQYLQFLQJ(PSOR\HUVVKRXOGFRPHXS
ZLWKSHQDOWLHVLIWKHVWDIILVNQRZLQJO\GHOD\LQJWKHLUVHFRQGGRVH7KH¶+DU*KDU
'DVWDN· FDPSDLJQ VKRXOG OLWHUDOO\ NQRFN DW GRRUV WR JHW KHVLWDQW DQG FRPSOD
FHQWWRWKHYDFFLQDWLRQFHQWUHV

'KDNDPXVWOHDUQ
WRVWDQG+LQGXV
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1P]V[PSTbWbW^d[S]^cU^aVTccWPcXcf^d[SbcX[[WPeTQTT]Pb[PeT^UXcb
TabcfWX[TfTbcTa]fX]VWPScWT8]SXP]Pa\TSU^aRTb]^cX]cTaeT]TS

oreign Secretary Harsh
Vardhan Shringla has in
a public statement
implied that IndoBangladesh relations are excellent. On the other hand, the
ISKCON has staged demonstrations at 150 temples across the
globe in protest against the
recent attacks on a temple as well
as the murders of Hindus in
Bangladesh. The demonstrations
have been extended to outside
private residences and other
locations. A hundred and fifty
countries have complained to the
United Nations that Bangladesh
should be asked to bring the lawlessness under control. The
apparent contradiction is mysterious.
It is a pity that regardless of
ideology, Bangladesh should
treat Hindu temples and Hindus
there in this manner. Have they
forgotten that they would still
have been slaves of their erstwhile western wing, but for the
help and intervention by India’s
armed forces?
What East Bengal — now
Bangladesh — meant to Qaid-eAzam Jinnah is reflected in the
fact that he had never visited it
before March 1948. When he did
visit, he addressed the Dhaka
University only to tell its students
that Urdu would be the sole
national language of Pakistan,
angering his audience.
Jinnah arrived in Dhaka on
March 19, 1948. On March 21,
he warned a large crowd at the
Dhaka Race Course, against
what he called the forces of subversion conspiracy bent on
destroying Pakistan’s unity.
Feeble protests were heard from
the crowd. Far louder voices of
protest were to be heard only
days later. The Qaid had through
his Dhaka speech set East Bengal
on a course that would lead, over
the next 24 years, to the breakup of Pakistan and the rise of East
Bengal as the independent
Republic of Bangladesh.
Addressing a special convocation of Dhaka University at
Curzon Hall on March 24, an
imperious Jinnah made it abundantly clear that “Urdu and
Urdu alone” would be the language of the State of Pakistan.
Jinnah continued, “Our ene-

F

mies, among whom, there are
still some Muslims, have set
about actively encouraging
provincialism in the hope of
weakening Pakistan and thereby facilitating the reabsorption
of this province into the Indian
Dominion. Those who are
playing this game are living in
a fool’s paradise, but this does
not prevent them from trying…” A sense of alienation
between Jinnah and the
Bengalis set in immediately
with his departure for Karachi.
Evidently, Jinnah did not
understand the psyche of the
eastern wing. A Bengali,
whether eastern or western,
would rather give up his life
than sacrifice his language.
Overall, Bangladeshis can be
estimated to be 65 per cent
Muslim and 35 per cent
Bengali in their outlook. For
such people to be told that
there is no Rabindranath
Tagore or Qazi Nazrul Islam
is nothing but sacrilege. Even
today, the best Rabindra
sangeet singer is Rezwana
Choudhury Bannya, a
Bangladeshi, who wears a sari
and as well as a tika (mark on
the forehead).
Regrettably, New Delhi’s
understanding of Bangladesh
is not much deeper. There are
a few liberals — quite a few —
who still yearn for their lost
Pakistan. The majority swing
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between “Sonar Bangla” and
“Ab-e-Zamzam” in Mecca, the
circumambulation of which is
essential while on the Haj. The
Bangladeshi media too oscillates between “Aakaash
Paataal” and “Aasmaan
Zameen”. Another reason for
the people of Bangladesh
being confused is that they
never aspired for a specific
nationhood after the British
withdrawal. They could have
been part of a united India, or
a part of Pakistan, or of an
independent Bengal, which
Fazlur Rahman, Sir Abdul
Rahim and Sarat Bose were
negotiating during 1946-47.
As it happened, they first
landed with Pakistan and then
became Bangladesh in 1971.
For years therefore, the people
of Bangladesh felt like nouveau-independent. If they are
asked to make up their mind
and choose, they are likely to
go the Islamic way. The hateful Pakistanis are thousands of
kilometres away, whereas the
Hindu Bengali is only a border across. They are jealous of
him, because for centuries,
they served as his serfs.
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman
had a career with the Muslim
League for several years after
1947. If his daughter Sheikh
Hasina Wajed were to be driven to choose, she would have
no alternative but to go for
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Sir —Delhi's air quality continued to be
in the 'severe' zone with the Air Quality
Index (AQI) clocking 533 according to
the System of Air Quality and Weather
Forecasting and Research (SAFAR) data.
Delhiites woke up to a severe air quality a day after Diwali due to blatant disregard to the Delhi Government's ban on
firecrackers. People burst firecrackers
across Delhi and this contributed to the
already poor quality of air in the Capital.
Experts say that rampant bursting of firecrackers on Diwali played a major role
in the pollution spike in Delhi and surrounding areas.
People must ensure that indoor air
pollution remains under control and that
there is a chimney in the kitchen and an
exhaust system in the bathroom. Doctors
have asked people to take more precautions and avoid early morning and late
evening walks as concentration of pollutants is highest during this period.
November is a changeover month from
spring to winters, wherein we would see
a drop in temperatures as well as wind
speed. This seems to set up a stage for
unhealthy air in the Capital.
Shashank Patil | Ujjain
9DµCB19>9>7DB?E2<59>7?1
Sir — Weather aberrations due to a host
of reasons have caused climatic miseries
in Goa so often that locals are accustomed to the hardships or so it is
assumed. The spate of thunderstorms
accompanied by lightning that Goa has
been witnessing over the last few days
due to a low pressure build-up in the
Arabian Sea is the recent irregularity.
With the phenomenon expected to trigger heavy rainfalls over Goa in the next
few days, it is but assured that the locals
will have to put up with power outages
and a host of other issues related to the
weather anomalies.
With the festival of lights being celebrated with great pomp and gaiety, the
news that parts of the State were swathed
in darkness due to vagaries of the
weather would but dampen the spirits of
revellers who, after having shrugged off
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WT F7> VaP]cX]V cWT T\TaVT]RhdbT
PdcW^aXbPcX^]c^cWTX]SXVT]^db2>E83
( ePRRX]T 2^ePgX] R^d[S _a^eXST P
Q^^bcc^cWTV[^QP[ePRRX]Tbd__[hP]SUPRX[
XcPcT X]cTa]PcX^]P[ caPeT[ ^U \X[[X^]b ^U
8]SXP]b0RR^aSX]Vc^SPcP8]SXPWPbPS\X]
XbcTaTS \X[[X^]b ^U S^bTb ^U 2^ePgX] CWT
F7>³beP[XSPcX^]]^fP[[^fb8]SXPc^bT]S
2^ePgX]S^bTbc^cWTD=QPRZTS2^ePg_a^
VaP\\T0RR^aSX]Vc^1WPaPc1X^cTRWXcWPb
cWTRP_PRXchc^_a^SdRT$$$\X[[X^]S^bTb
_Ta\^]cWCWTF7>Tg_TacbaTR^\\T]S
TSPS\X]XbcTaX]Vcf^S^bTb^UcWTePRRX]T
fXcW P U^da fTTZ X]cTaeP[ X] QTcfTT] cWT
S^bTb0RR^aSX]Vc^cWT\cWTePRRX]T_a^

the apprehensions of a fresh wave of the
pandemic, were apparently in a party
mood. If the Centre’s decision to cut the
prices of petrol and diesel came as an apt
festival bonus for the embittered public,
the additional relief by the State
Government was the icing on the cake.
Right now, a check on the ever-escalating prices of essential items would be a
welcome relief which will earn the
Government enormous public goodwill!
Pachu Menon | Margao
6E5<@B9354B?@9C1297B5<956
Sir — With the reduction of VAT on fuel
by the Haryana Government, the price
of petrol and diesel has been set at C95.27
and C86.51 per litre respectively, resulting in the decrease in number of customers at petrol pumps in Punjab,
Delhi, Himachal Pradesh and Rajasthan.
The reduction of VAT by the Modi
Government is being appreciated all over.

eXSTb&'_TaRT]cTUUXRPRhPVPX]bccWTeXadb
CWTSTRXbX^]fX[[WT[_ePRRX]PcT_T^_[TX]
[^fTaX]R^\TR^d]caXTb
2^ePgX]dbTbP]X]PRcXePcTSP]cXVT]^U
cWTeXadbc^bcX\d[PcTX\\d]Xch0b8]SXP³b
S^\TbcXRePRRX]PcX^]aPcTbWPeTX\_a^eTS
P]SSPX[hRPbT[^PSWPbUP[[T]XcXb]^fRP_P
Q[T^UTg_^acX]VS^bTb0_PacUa^\2^ePgX]
8]SXP \P]dUPRcdaTb P [^RP[ eTabX^] ^U
0bcaPIT]TRPb2^eXbWXT[S0b2^ePgX]Xb\P]
dUPRcdaTSX]SXVT]^db[hQh8]SXP³bc^_eXa^[
^VhX]bcXcdcTXcXbbTT]PbPbh\Q^[^U]PcX^]
P[ _aXST 8c \dbc QT aT\T\QTaTS cWPc cWT
F7>WPSb^dVWcPSSXcX^]P[R[X]XRP[caXP[SPcP
Ua^\ 1WPaPc 1X^cTRW P]S fXcWWT[S cWT
P__a^eP[U^a2^ePgX]fWXRWWPSb_PaZTSP]
^dcRahX]8]SXP0[b^]^f8]SXP[^^ZbU^a
fPaS c^ R^d]cahb_TRXUXR PdcW^aXbPcX^] U^a
2^ePgX]c^TPbTcaPeT[aTbcaXRcX^]bTeT]Uda
cWTa CWTaTU^aT TUU^acb PaT d]STafPh c^
X]RaTPbT cWT [Xbc ^U R^d]caXTb PRRT_cX]V
8]SXP]bePRRX]PcTSfXcW2^ePgX]U^[[^fX]VcWT
F7>³bSTRXbX^]<TP]fWX[T0dbcaP[XPWPb
P[aTPShaTR^V]XbTS1WPaPc1X^cTRW³b2^ePgX]
ET]d6B| Z^[[P\

Whereas the Opposition parties — especially the Congress — are condemning
and criticising the Government for their
vested political interests.
After having assessed the profit and
losses to the public exchequer, the
Central Government has shown political wisdom. The detractors should now
remain silent. India is obligated to purchase fuel at rates determined in the
international crude oil market. No doubt
the purchasing power of oil consumers,
especially farmers, has been adversely
affected. The oil consumers should be
happy with the relief extended. The State
Governments should implement the
unilaterally accepted formula of VAT
imposition on oil and avoid the dirty
political game.
Yugal Kishore Sharma | Faridabad
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\

Islam. That would be the
choice of Bangladeshis, not
necessarily for God, but for
their identity.
Moving from culture to
geography, to Bangladesh’s
east is Myanmar, with a well
equipped and capable military.
On the west is West Bengal in
India; the north again is India,
whereas to the south is the Bay
of Bengal, dominated by India.
Therefore, to conduct foreign
policy from Dhaka is as difficult as anything can be. This
is more so because the question is how useful can
Bangladesh be to any big
power. Its natural resources are
limited. Traditionally, Bengal
has been an agrarian area. Yes,
the British did develop many
industries, but only down the
river Hooghly, notably jute,
coal and iron. In other words,
East Bengal did not obtain the
benefit of development.
For its size, rising sea levels due to increase in global
warming are an awkward disadvantage. The options for
Dhaka are few; be friendly
with Myanmar as well as other
countries like Nepal, and make
sure that there is no slip-up in
India’s goodwill.
(The writer is a wellknown columnist, an author
and a former member of the
Rajya Sabha. The views
expressed are personal.)
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7KLVLVWKHQHZ¶VWUDWHJLF·ZHDSRQWKDW
HYHU\ELJSRZHUZDQWVIRU&KULVWPDV

,
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VDZLQVRPHRIWKHQHZVSDSHUVWKH\XVHGWKHWHUP 6SXWQLNPRPHQW 
VDLG*HQHUDO0DUN0LOOH\FKDLUPDQRIWKH86-RLQW&KLHIVRI6WDII,
GRQ WNQRZLILW VTXLWHD6SXWQLNPRPHQWEXW,WKLQNLW VYHU\FORVHWR
WKDW,W VDYHU\VLJQLILFDQWWHFKQRORJLFDOHYHQWWKDWRFFXUUHG
6SXWQLNZDVWKHILUVWDUWLILFLDOVDWHOOLWHODXQFKHGE\WKH6RYLHW8QLRQ
LQ6KRFNHG$PHULFDQVUHVSRQGHGE\FUHDWLQJ1$6$EXWDOVRE\
VSHHGLQJXSWKHLUHPEU\RQLFEDOOLVWLFPLVVLOHSURJUDPPH7KHWLUHGROG
ERPEHUJDS ZDVUHSODFHGE\WKHPRUHFRQYLQFLQJ DOWKRXJKHTXDOO\
LPDJLQDU\  PLVVLOHJDS DQG86VSHQGLQJRQQHZZHDSRQVVRDUHG,W
PD\EHKDSSHQLQJDJDLQ
:KDWJRW0LOOH\ VDWWHQWLRQODVWZHHNZDV&KLQD VWHVWLQJRIDK\SHU
VRQLFPLVVLOHWKDWIOHZDOOWKHZD\DURXQGWKHZRUOGVNLSSLQJDORQJWKH
WRSRIWKHDWPRVSKHUHXQOLNHWUDGLWLRQDO EDOOLVWLF PLVVLOHVWKDWJRYHU\
KLJK FDNP DQGWKHQFRPHGRZQVWHHSO\,WFDQFDUU\QXFOHDU
ZHDSRQVRIFRXUVH
7KLVLVWKHQHZ VWUDWHJLF ZHDSRQWKDWHYHU\ELJSRZHUZDQWVIRU
&KULVWPDV&KLQD VWHVWYLUWXDOO\JXDUDQWHHVH[WUDIXQGLQJIRUWKH$PHULFDQ
YHUVLRQZKRVHILUVWIXOOWHVWIOLJKWLVRQO\VFKHGXOHGIRUWKHDXWXPQRI
5XVVLDDOUHDG\KDVDPRUHRUOHVVRSHUDWLRQDOK\SHUVRQLFPLV
VLOHDQG,QGLDDQG1RUWK.RUHDDUHZRUNLQJRQWKHP

%XWK\SHUVRQLFZHDSRQVDUHFRPSOHWHO\SRLQWOHVVLQDQXFOHDUUROH
DQGGDQJHURXVWRGHWHUUHQFHHYHQLQDQRQQXFOHDUYHUVLRQVRZK\LV
WKHUHVXFKHQWKXVLDVPIRUWKHP"
+\SHUVRQLFPLVVLOHVDUHGHILQLWHO\FRRO7KH\FDQIO\DOOWKHZD\DURXQG
WKHZRUOGDQGDSSURDFKDWDUJHWIURPDQ\ZKHUH&KLQHVHK\SHUVRQLF
ZHDSRQVFRXOGEHFRPLQJXSRYHUWKH6RXWK3ROHWRDWWDFNWKH86IRU
H[DPSOH7KDWPDNHVWKHPKDUGHUWRLQWHUFHSWEHFDXVHWKHFXUYDWXUH
RIWKH(DUWKKLGHVWKHPXQWLOWKH\DUHTXLWHFORVHWRWKHWDUJHWDQGHYHQ
KDUGHUWRVWRSEHFDXVHWKH\FDQDOVRPDQRHXYUHRQWKHZD\LQ
%XWEDOOLVWLFPLVVLOHVFDQDOUHDG\FRPHIURPDQ\GLUHFWLRQWKDQNV
WRWKHPDJLFRIPLVVLOHILULQJVXEPDULQHV$QGWKHK\SHUVRQLFJOLGHUV
DUHEDVLFDOO\MXVWJORULILHGFUXLVHPLVVLOHVDOWKRXJKWKH\DUHPRYLQJILYH
WRWHQWLPHVIDVWHU+DUGHUWRVKRRWGRZQDJDLQEXWVRZKDW"
)RUW\\HDUVDIWHU5RQDOG5HDJDQ V 6WDU:DUV IDQWDV\WKHUHLVVWLOO
QRFRXQWU\WKDWKDVDQWLPLVVLOHGHIHQFHVFDSDEOHRILQWHUFHSWLQJPRUH
WKDQDIHZEDOOLVWLFPLVVLOHVDWDWLPH,QDUHDOQXFOHDUZDUWKHUHZRXOG
EHKXQGUHGVFRPLQJDQGWKHJUHDWPDMRULW\ZRXOGJHWWKRXJK
6RIRUPRUHWKDQKDOIDFHQWXU\IHZVHULRXVVWUDWHJLVWVKDYHZDVW
HGWKHLUWLPHWU\LQJWREXLOGDFRPSUHKHQVLYHGHIHQFHDJDLQVWQXFOHDU
WLSSHGPLVVLOHV7KHRQO\UHDOGHIHQFHDJDLQVWDVXUSULVHDWWDFNLVWKH
JXDUDQWHHGDELOLW\WRUHWDOLDWHZLWK\RXURZQQXFOHDUZHDSRQVHYHQLI
WKHRWKHUVLGHDWWDFNVILUVWGHWHUUHQFH
)DVWHUPLVVLOHVVWHDOWKLHUPLVVLOHVVPDUWHUPLVVLOHVGRQ WPDNHDQ\
GLIIHUHQFH'HWHUUHQFHLVDEXVLQHVVRIQXPEHUVDQGEUXWHIRUFHDQG
K\SHUVRQLFPLVVLOHVZLWKQXFOHDUZDUKHDGVGRQ WFKDQJHWKHUXOHVRI
GHWHUUHQFHLQDQ\DSSUHFLDEOHZD\$LUDQGVSDFHGHIHQFHLVDOZD\VD
PDWWHURIDWWULWLRQDQGVRPHRIWKHPLVVLOHVZLOODOZD\VJHWWKURXJK
7KHRUHWLFDOO\WKHUHFRXOGEHDUROHIRUK\SHUVRQLFPLVVLOHVZLWK FRQ
YHQWLRQDO ZDUKHDGVWKDWWDUJHWVLQJOHKLJKYDOXHWDUJHWVDWYHU\ORQJUDQJH
7KLVLVDFWXDOO\WKHVROHSXEOLFO\DFNQRZOHGJHGJRDORIWKH$PHULFDQ
K\SHUVRQLFSURJUDPPHWKDWVXJJHVWVDWOHDVWDUHVLGXDOUDWLRQDOLW\LQ
WKH3HQWDJRQ%XWKRZGR\RXFRQYLQFHWKHWDUJHWJRYHUQPHQWWKDWWKH
LQFRPLQJK\SHUVRQLFPLVVLOHLVQRWQXFOHDULQWKHWKUHHRUILYHPLQXWHV
DIWHULWFRPHVXSRQWKHLUUDGDU"<RXFDQ W7KHZKROHK\SHUVRQLFJDPH
LVDGDQJHURXVDQGQHHGOHVVFRPSOLFDWLRQRIDGHWHUUHQWV\VWHPWKDW
KDVUHPDLQHGUHDVRQDEO\VWDEOHIRUDWOHDVWWKUHHGHFDGHVQRZ
*Z\QQH'\HU VQHZERRNLV¶7KH6KRUWHVW+LVWRU\RI:DU·7KHYLHZV
H[SUHVVHGDUHSHUVRQDO

$SLWVWRSIRU&KLQHVH
KHJHPRQLFGHVLJQV
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7KH&KLQHVHEDVHDLPVWRVHUYHDVUHSOHQLVKPHQWSRLQWDSDUWIURPJLYLQJ%HLMLQJD
PLOLWDU\HGJHWRGRPLQDWHWKHSHULSKHU\RIWKH,QGLDQ2FHDQDQGWKH$IULFDQFRQWLQHQW
he 'Eastern Quad' of the US,
Israel, India, and UAE is a
counter to Beijing's imperialist
tendencies of "flag follows commerce". In 2017, China took over the control of the Doraleh (Djibouti) port as a
part of its loan re-negotiations following
its investments in the country through
commercial ports and railway project
connecting Ethiopia. The last few years
has witnessed China's strategic wooing of
Israel and the Emirates aiming for a base
in the latter. India and the US initiated the
'Eastern Quad', and, China's quest for a
new military base in the Emirates that
would have connected the Strait of
Hormuz and Southern Red Sea has been
cut short. Nevertheless, equally important
is its Djibouti base. Given China's economic footprints in Africa, the base is a
"Logistics Support Facility" with a lease
of 99 years.
The takeover of Djibouti showcases
China's hegemonic desires and its model
of international relations. It contradicts
the functionality of bilateral or multilateral relations wherein aid or trade precedes genuine strategic understandings
and alliances or partnerships. In order to
camouflage its presence, China hosted the
China-Africa Defense and Security
Forum in 2018, wherein it announced to
establish a 'China-Africa Peace and
Security Fund' to support peacekeeping,
naval presence for anti-piracy operations.
A year later, Egypt and China inked an
agreement to modernise the Suez Canal.
Both these developments aimed to Project
China's 'soft approach' to project its
'peaceful rise'. However, as the geopolitical developments unfolded, it shed its
'soft approach' and built naval piers in the
North West of the base.
According to news reports, the
Djibouti base is heavily fortified with
hangars for aircraft and bunkers apart
from having a heliport, ammunition
depot, and cyber and electronic warfare
facilities. It can accommodate large warships and has repair facilities for PLANavy. It is significant because of its locational importance. Seven miles from the
US base (Camp Lemonier), it connects
the key transit routes, primarily the Gulf
of Aden, giving way to the Red Sea and
the Suez canal leading up to the European
markets. In the eastern direction, it gives
way to the western Indian Ocean. The
Chinese base is a dual-purpose port aiming to serve as replenishment and resupply point apart from giving Beijing a military edge to dominate the periphery of
the Indian Ocean and the African continent. It gives China a platform to conduct
operations during open hostilities.
One can strategically read China's
emerging contours of its military tactics
strategy by joining the 'dots' of its naval
facilities at its ports. It aims to challenge
the Indian and the American military
presence in the Indo-Pacific region by taking over the periphery areas. Its military
presence in the greater Coco islands,
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Hambantota, Djibouti and Gwadar
ports, apart from its recent military
base in Tajikistan's eastern GornoBadakhshan
Autonomous
Province in the Pamir mountains,
well display its 'walls of external
defence' in case of a possible military conflict with the US over the
Taiwan issue or with India. It
might extend its defence facilities
to include the Iranian ports to
cover the Strait of Hormuz geographically. These naval facilities
might well serve as the 'distraction
points' to the navies of the adversary while it might focus on its
land grabbing attempts elsewhere.
Tactically, Djibouti and the
Hambantota ports can be taken as
'ports of security provider' to prevent southern sabotage of its 'economic corridor' — the CPEC. On
average, China imports around 80
per cent of its oil supplies by sea,
of which approximately 77 per cent
is through the Strait of Malacca.
CPEC aims to connect Gwadar to
Kashgar through a criss-cross network of roads and railways to overcome this route and its bottlenecks.
It is the protection of this corridor
that its presence in the Gulf of
Aden and Persian Gulf is an
important step that can help
Beijing during a conflict in the
Indo-Pacific or with Pakistan's
conflict with India. Further, to shift
the balance of power in its favour,
it might attempt to either disrupt
the supply chain routes or cause
unacceptable damage to the undersea cables in the region affecting
India and other countries of the
region.
To ensure smooth implementation of its plans, it simultaneously announced the establishment of
the courts for commercial disputes

under its Maritime Silk Route
(MSR). Thus, in case of a clash of
interests between the host countries
and China, these courts would
resolve disputes. and they would be
aiming for the Chinese geopolitical interest and hence only aim to
deepen the strategic penetration of
China. This is in sharp contradiction to the WTO's appellate bodies the decisions of which are
acceptable to the world countries.
Further, China's relations with
Djibouti are just the tip of the
Chinese expansionist iceberg.
During the last three decades,
China has significantly increased
its footprints in the African region.
If one examines the statistics, in
2020, the Chinese share of trade
was 16.4 per cent of Africa's total
trade with the world, and prior to
this, between 2000-2019, it provided the African countries with a
loan of $153 billion, most of which
did not include the financial transactions and instead was a 'circular
debt'. Through its opaque debt
policies, China made it compulsory for the countries to award contracts to the Chinese companies
and give employment to its nationals. For this purpose, it transferred
the amount of the 'loan' to its stateowned companies.
As the transactional nature of
Chinese investments and trade
continues in Africa and elsewhere,
one can easily foresee more air or
naval bases in the African continent, thereby complicating the
security scenario of Asia as a
whole. In the first instance, it
downplays the US presence in the
region and other players such as
the EU, to promote a democratic
world order based on equality and
justice. The Chinese presence in

Africa successfully fuels the AntiWest and dicey 'South-South' narratives. China also aims to extract
the natural resources of these
African countries, which is evident
from the fact that more than 80 per
cent of its imports from Africa
consist of oil and raw materials.
Further, the multisectoral
power projection ranging from
military presence to economic
ties is a force multiplier in Beijing's
attempts to forward its 'One
China' policy. For instance, Liberia
(2003), Chad (2006), and Gambia
(2016) severed their officialties
with Taiwan and got development
assistance finance. The same convergences were witnessed in the
African voting pattern in the UN
on the issue of China's human
rights violations in Xinjiang. These
countries viewed the violations as
"attempts to curb terrorism". In
June 2020, at the UN Human
Rights Council, twenty-five
African countries sided with
China on the issue of China's
Hong Kong national security law.
Not much can be expected from
such countries in the UNO in a
possible case of Taiwan's annexation by China.
Further, Chinese nationals
are serving as the head of four UN
agencies: the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO),
International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO), United
Nations Industrial Development
Organisation (UNIDO), and
International Telecommunication
Union (ITU). Their future decisions also have to be watched out
for in case of Chinese hostilities.
The memories of WHO Chief
Tedros Adhanom and the
Coronavirus are still afresh.
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f Aryan Khan was not
Shah Rukh Khan's son, in
all probability, he would
not have faced any imprisonment for alleged involvement in a "drug bust" case.
Yes, this case demands analysis not simply on the degree
to which Aryan has been
falsely/genuinely accused but
also on whether he is "suffering" for being a superstar's
son. Here, the issue is not just
that of his father's religious
identity and their surname.
The actual picture is apparently far more grim than
obvious. It demands a little
focus on where Shah Rukh
erred for which Aryan is
paying the penalty.
Shah Rukh has not been
engaged in flying kites with
celebrated politicians. He has
not starred in any documen-
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tary favouring "accomplishments" of celebrities and/or
their respective states. He has
never showed any qualm in
openly stating his "secular"
perspective, reflected by
names of his children as well
as it seems by his inter-religious marriage. His "progressively" modern as well as fashionable attitude has been
marked his having no objections to his wife's modelling
and dresses worn by her for
the same. Neither has he cared
for criticisms levied by several clerics on the nature of her
dresses as well as those of his
daughter.
So where did he err? It is
debatable whether Shah Rukh
should be labelled as being
extra-sensitive about his "secular" identity while choosing
not to display any political

friendship towards probably
those "eager" for the same.
Should it be assumed that his
"national" priorities in keeping
with his constitutional rights
and duties matter more to him
than giving special importance to certain political concerns? It is not a secret that
quite a few Bollywood celebrities have not refrained from
exercising their political rights
by aligning with/joining parties in keeping with their
"inclinations". Such a signal
has not yet been openly dis-

played by Shah Rukh Khan.
Of course, he along with
his other Bollywood colleagues has displayed extraconcern while exercising right
to vote but without any open
announcement of their respective political priorities. What
does this suggest? Should it be
assumed his option to be
extra-cautious about not
bending towards certain
politicians as well as parties
they are linked with has
proved to be fairly costly for
him? It is possible.
At present, this may be
viewed as only a probable reason but certainly not the primary one responsible for his
son having got entangled in
legal complexities linked with
the "drugs case". If Aryan was
not Shah Rukh's son, neither
would this case have dominat-

ed headlines for a considerable
stretch of time nor would it
have earned publicity for all
those involved.
That "religious" identity of
key persons associated with
this case appears to be probed
a little too extensively outbeats gossip mongers at practically all levels. Give another
thought to this. From one
angle, there is nothing astonishing about this being elaborated upon from various
angles, of which the chief is
religious "identity" of Shah
Rukh and that of Aryan,
which is linked with the name
— Khan.
At the same time, hype
raised about political intricacies linked with "religious"
identity of Shah Rukh apparently has yet another dimension. The entire-drama has

been probably deliberately
planned in quest for more
than media-attention.
Electoral gambles of polarising communally ahead of the
assembly polls in Uttar
Pradesh cannot be ignored.
The Ayodhya-issue no longer
has the appeal that it once had.
The Covid fear has considerably defused. Yes, the tendency to tap anti-Muslim bias still
prevails. Were UP polls not
around the corner, Aryan may
not have fallen victim to this?
On his part, Shah Rukh Khan
has acted wisely in not being
caught in this complex political web. There are not any
reports of his rushing for
political favours or issuing
any statements, tweets, etc. He
has sought primarily what
was needed most, the best
possible legal help to secure

Aryan's bail.
It wouldn't be surprising if
the case gradually loses people's attention (after Aryan's
bail) and is almost forgotten
about. Chances are that minimal importance will be given
to deliberating upon at whose
behest and why was this actually "planned".
Notwithstanding the perils faced by Aryan and his
family because of his having
been denied bail for 25 days,
the whole drama has an interesting twist. It has helped
Aryan remain in the limelight
and become almost a household name which probably the
best advertising agencies may
not have helped in accomplishing within such a short
period. Perhaps, Shah Rukh
has reason enough to have the
last laugh!
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raq’s Prime Minister Mustafa
al-Kadhimi survived an
Iassassination
attempt with
armed drones that targeted his
residence early on Sunday and
officials said he was unharmed.
The attack was a major escalation amid tensions sparked by
the refusal of Iran-backed militias to accept last month’s parliamentary election results.
Two Iraqi officials told The
Associated Press that seven of
al-Kadhimi’s security guards
were injured in the attack with
two armed drones which
occurred in Baghdad’s heavily
fortified Green Zone area. They
spoke on condition of
anonymity because they were
not authorised to give official
statements.
“I am fine and among my
people. Thank God,” the Prime

Minister tweeted shortly after
the attack. He called for calm
and restraint, “for the sake of
Iraq.”
He later appeared on Iraqi
television, seated behind a desk
in a white shirt, looking calm
and composed. “Cowardly
rocket and drone attacks don’t
build homelands and don’t
build a future,” he said.
In a statement, the
Government said an explosives-laden drone tried to hit alKadhimi’s home. Residents of
Baghdad heard the sound of an
explosion followed by heavy
gunfire from the direction of
the Green Zone, which houses foreign embassies and government offices.
The statement released by
state-run media said security
forces were “taking the necessary measures in connection
with this failed attempt.”
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There was no immediate
claim for the attack. It comes
amid a stand-off between security forces and pro-Iran Shiite
militias whose supporters have
been camped outside the Green
Zone for nearly a month after
they rejected the results of
Iraq’s parliamentary elections
in which they lost around twothirds of their seats.
“The assassination attempt
is a dramatic escalation, cross-

ing a line in unprecedented
fashion that may have violent
reverberations,” wrote Ranj
Alaaldin, a nonresident fellow
at the Brookings Institution, in
a post on Twitter.
Protests turned deadly
Friday when the demonstrators
tried to enter the Green Zone.
Security forces used tear gas
and live ammunition. There
was an exchange of fire in
which one protester affiliated

with the militias was killed.
Dozens of security forces were
injured. Al-Khadimi ordered
an investigation to determine
what sparked the clashes and
who violated orders not to
open fire.
Some of the leaders of the
most powerful militia factions
loyal to Iran openly blamed alKadhimi for Friday’s clashes
and the protester’s death.
“The blood of martyrs is to
hold you accountable,” said
Qais al-Khazali, leader of the
Asaib Ahl al-Haq militia,
addressing al-Kadhimi at a
funeral held for the protester
Saturday. “The protesters only
had one demand against fraud
in elections. Responding like
this (with live fire) means you
are the first responsible for this
fraud.”
The funeral was attended
by leaders of the mostly Shiite
Iran-backed factions who
together are known as the
Popular Mobilization Forces, or
Hashd al-Shaabi in Arabic.
Abu Alaa al-Walae, commander of Kataib Sayyid alShuhada, in a tweet apparent-

ly addressed to al-Kadhimi
that did not name him told him
to forget about another term.
Al-Kadhimi, 54, was Iraq’s
former intelligence chief before
becoming prime minister in
May last year. He is considered
by the militias to be close to the
US, and has tried to balance
between Iraq’s alliances with
both the US and Iran. Prior to
the elections, he hosted several rounds of talks between
regional foes Iran and Saudi
Arabia in Baghdad in a bid to
ease regional tensions.
Ali Shamkhani, secretary
of Iran’s national security council, said indirectly in a tweet
Sunday that the United States
was behind the attack.
The assault on al-Kadhimi
“is a new sedition that must be
traced back to foreign think
tanks, which have brought
nothing but insecurity, discord & instability to oppressed
Iraqi people through creation
& support of terrorist groups &
occupation of this country for
years,” he said.
The
US
strongly
denounced the attack.

“This apparent act of terrorism, which we strongly condemn, was directed at the heart
of the Iraqi state,” said State
Department spokesperson Ned
Price.
“We are in close touch
with the Iraqi security forces
charged with upholding Iraq’s
sovereignty and independence
and have offered our assistance
as they investigate this attack,”
he added.
Egypt’s President Abdel
Fattah el-Sissi also condemned
the assassination attempt.
Writing on Facebook, he called
on all sides in Iraq to “calm
down, renounce violence and
join forces to preserve the
country’s stability.”
Saudi Arabia issued a statement of support for stability in
Iraq and said it strongly condemned the “cowardly terrorist attack that targeted Iraq’s
prime minister.”
The United States, the UN
Security Council and others
have praised the October 10
election, which was mostly
violence-free and without
major technical glitches.
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he Palestinians on Sunday
slammed Israel for rejecting
the promised reopening of the
US consulate in Jerusalem, a
move that would restore
Washington’s main diplomatic
mission for the Palestinians in
the contested city. Israeli Prime
Minister Naftali Bennett said
late Saturday there was no
room in Jerusalem for another American mission.
The Trump administration shuttered the US Jerusalem
consulate, an office that for
years served as the de facto
embassy to the Palestinians.
Secretary of State Antony
Blinken has pledged to reopen
it, a move that Israel says
would challenge its sovereignty over the city. The reopening
could help mend US ties with
the Palestinians ruptured under
Trump.
In a statement, the
Palestinian Foreign Ministry
said it views the reopening of
the consulate as part of the

T

international community’s
commitments to ending Israel’s
decades-long occupation of
territories the Palestinians seek
for their future state.
“East Jerusalem is an inseparable part of the occupied
Palestinian territory and is the
capital of the state of Palestine.
Israel, as the occupying power,
does not have the right to veto
the US administration’s decision,” the statement said.
Asked about the consulate
at a Press conference, Bennett
repeated Israel’s position on
Jerusalem.
“There’s no room for
another American consulate in
Jerusalem,” he said. “Jerusalem
is the capital of one state and
that’s the state of Israel.” Israeli
Foreign Minister Yair Lapid
suggested the consulate could
instead be opened in the
Palestinian administrative center in Ramallah, West Bank.
The Palestinians reject the idea
because it would undermine
their claims to Jerusalem.
Israel views Jerusalem as its

eternal, undivided capital. The
Palestinians seek the eastern
part of the city, which Israel
occupied in 1967 and later
annexed, as capital of their
hoped-for state.
The consulate is emerging
as another test between
Bennett’s government and the
Biden administration, which
has moved to restore traditional
US foreign policy toward Israel
and the Palestinians after the
Trump White House largely
sided with Israel on issues
related to the conflict.
Trump had downgraded
the consulate’s operations and
placed them under his ambassador to Israel when he moved
the US Embassy from Tel Aviv
to the holy city in 2018. The
embassy move infuriated the
Palestinians and led them to
sever most ties with the Trump
administration.
Blinken has not provided a
firm date for the reopening and
US officials have implied that
Israeli resistance to the move
could act as a hindrance.
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military began its annual war games in a coastal area
Iofran’s
the Gulf of Oman, state TV
reported Sunday, less than a
month before upcoming
nuclear talks with the West.
The report said navy and
air force units as well as ground
forces were participating in a
more than 1 million squarekilometer (386,100 squaremile) area east of the strategic
Strait of Hormuz. Nearly 20%
of all oil shipping passes
through the strait to the Gulf of
Oman and Indian Ocean.
The drill comes amid
heightened tensions between
Iran and the US in the wake of
former President Donald
Trump’s unilateral withdrawal
of America from Iran’s 2015
nuclear deal with world powers.
State TV said brigades
including commandos and airborne infantry deployed for the
annual exercise. Fighter jets,
helicopters, military transport
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aircraft, submarines and drones
were also expected to take part
in the drill. It wasn’t immediately clear how long the exercise would last.
Dubbed “Zolfaghar-1400,”
the war games are aimed at
“improving readiness in confronting foreign threats and any
possible invasion,” state TV
said.

US officials said last week
that Iran had seized a
Vietnamese-flagged oil tanker
in the Gulf of Oman last month
and was still holding the vessel
in its port.
Iran offered conflicting
accounts of what happened,
claiming
that
elite
Revolutionary Guard commandos had thwarted a U.S.

seizure of a tanker carrying
Iranian oil in the Gulf of Oman
and freed the vessel. It aired
dramatic footage on state television but did not further
explain the incident.
The nuclear deal, known as
the Joint Comprehensive Plan
of Action, or JCPOA, promises Iran economic incentives in
exchange for limits on its
nuclear program, and is meant
to prevent Tehran from developing a nuclear bomb.
After the US withdrew from
the deal in 2018 and restored
sanctions on Iran, the Islamic
Republic gradually — and publicly — abandoned the deal’s limits on its nuclear development.
Iran says its stockpile of
20% enriched uranium has
reached over 210 kilograms
(463 pounds), the latest defiant
move ahead of upcoming
nuclear talks with the West.
Under the historic nuclear
deal, Iran was prohibited from
enriching uranium above
3.67%.
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Houston: Authorities said they
would watch video, interview
witnesses and review concert
protocols to determine how
eight people died at a Houston
music festival when fans suddenly surged toward the stage
to watch rapper Travis Scott.
City officials said Saturday
they were in the early stages of
investigating the pandemonium
that unfolded Friday evening at
Astroworld, a sold-out, two-day
event in NRG Park with an estimated 50,000 people in attendance. One attendee said that as
a timer clicked down to the start
of Scott’s performance, the
crowd pushed forward.
“As soon as he jumped out
on the stage, it was like an energy took over and everything
went haywire,” concertgoer
Niaara Goods said. “All of a

sudden, your ribs are being
crushed. You have someone’s
arm in your neck. You’re trying
to breathe, but you can’t.”
Goods said she was so desperate to get out that she bit a
man on the shoulder to get him
to move. The dead ranged in age
from 14 to 27, and 13 people
were still hospitalized Saturday,
Mayor Sylvester Turner said. He
called the disaster “a tragedy on
many different levels” and said
it was too early to draw conclusions about what went
wrong. Dozens were injured.
“It may well be that this
tragedy is the result of unpredictable events, of circumstances coming together that
couldn’t possibly have been
avoided,” said Judge Lina
Hidalgo, Harris County’s top
elected official.
AP

icaraguan President Daniel
N
Ortega sought a fourth
consecutive term in elections

Sunday against a field of littleknown candidates while those
who could have given him a
real challenge sat in jail.
More than 13,000 polling
places opened Sunday morning
even as the opposition
denounced more arrests of its
leaders in activists around the
county in the hours leading up to
the vote. The opposition called on
Nicaraguans to stay home in
protest of an electoral process that
has been roundly criticized as not
credible by foreign powers.
The election will determine who holds the presidency for the next five years, as well
as 90 of the 92 seats in the congress and Nicaragua’s representation in the Central

American Parliament. More
than 4.4 million Nicaraguan
age 16 and above were eligible
to vote. Ortega’s Sandinista
Front and its allies control the
congress and all government
institutions. Ortega first served
as president from 1985 to 1990,
before returning to power in
2007. He recently declared his
wife,V ice President Rosario
Murillo, his “co-president.”
In June, police arrested
seven potential presidential
challengers on charges that
essentially amount to treason.
They remained in detention on
election day. Some two dozen
other opposition leaders were
also swept up ahead of the elections. The other contenders on
Sunday’s ballot were little
known politicians from minor
parties seen as friendly with
Ortega’s Sandinista Front.
On Saturday, the Blue and

White National Union, an
opposition alliance, issued an
alert after at least eight of its
leaders were “abducted by the
regime in illegal raids” Saturday
afternoon and evening.
The Civic Alliance, another opposition coalition, reported “harassment, surveillance,
intimidation, assault, attacks,
illegal and arbitrary detentions” of some of its leaders
around Nicaragua.
The National Police had
not confirmed nor denied the
opposition reports.
One of the first to vote
Sunday was Foreign Minister
Denis Moncada at a secondary
school in the capital. “The
majority of Nicaraguans are
going to elect today
Commander Daniel (Ortega),
comrade Rosario (Murillo) and
the deputies,” Moncada said to
pro-government news outlets.
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he Taliban has ordered the
taxi drivers of the eastern
T
Nangarhar province not to
transport any other gunmen
other than the ones who are the
Taliban affiliates, reported a
local media.
In a statement released by
Nangarhar’s provincial office,
the Taliban asked the drivers
around the province to give
them hand in ensuring the
security of the province and
acknowledged them to prevent
transporting other gunmen,
reported Khaam Press.
The statement has further
asked the people of the
province to inform the authorities upon seeing any suspected gunmen in the taxis, accord-
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ing to the news agency.
The statement is believed
to aim at the ISIS-K terrorists
who are reportedly more active
in the eastern provinces of
Afghanistan, however, it did
not name any specific group.
It also came at a time when
the number of killings has
risen which led to the rise in
tensions among the locals.
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ibya’s Government on
Sunday rejected a decision
by the country’s presidential
council to suspend the foreign
minister over allegations of
monopolizing foreign policy.
The standoff between the
two bodies is likely to increase
political tensions in the North
African county less than seven
weeks before planned elections. It also comes a few days
ahead of an international conference in Paris to push for
holding the vote as scheduled
Dec. 24.
The Government of
National Unity said in a statement that the presidential
council doesn’t have the right
to suspend Foreign Minister
Najla Mangoush. and hailed the
minister’s efforts as the coun-

orth Korea has conducted
artillery firing exercises
to bolster its defence capability, state media reported
Sunday, its latest weapons test
as Pyongyang continues to
pressure Washington and Seoul
to abandon what it calls their
hostile policy.
An artillery firing competition among mechanized units
was held on Saturday, with
senior government and military officials present, the official Korean Central News
Agency reported.
Leader Kim Jong Un was
not mentioned in the report,
suggesting he did not observe
the training. He supervised a
similar artillery firing drill last

N

year. This year’s drills were
designed to inspect the mechanized units’ progress in their
mobile combat capabilities and
to further intensify competitive
training throughout the North’s
military, KCNA said.
Since September, North
Korea has test-launched a series
of newly developed missiles,
including nuclear-capable
weapons that place U.S. allies
South Korea and Japan within
striking distance. Some experts
say North Korea wants its rivals
to accept it as a nuclear power
state and work to ease international sanctions on the country.
The North’s artillery tests
draw less outside attention than
its missile tests, particularly
ballistic weapons launches that
are banned by multiple U.N.

Security Council resolutions.
But its long-range artillery
pieces deployed near the border
with South Korea pose a serious threat to the South’s populous metropolitan region and
other areas, experts say.
U.S.-led talks aimed at ending North Korea’s nuclear program collapsed in early 2019
amid bickering over the sanctions. U.S. officials have recently offered a resumption of talks
with North Korea without any
preconditions. The North said
it won’t return to the talks
unless the United States first
abandons what Pyongyang
calls its hostile policy, an apparent reference to the sanctions
and regular military drills
between Washington and
Seoul.
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ty’s chief diplomat. It pointed to
her work at an international
conference held in the capital
of Tripoli last month with the
aim of resolving the country’s
thorniest issues ahead of general elections
The government said that
naming members of the government and suspending or
investigating government officials are duties exclusive to the
prime minister.
The presidential council, a
three-member body serving
as the country’s president until
one is elected, late Saturday suspended Mangoush and barred
her from traveling abroad. It
accused the minister of not
coordinating foreign policy
decisions with the council. The
council did not elaborate on the
circumstances behind the decision.
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he United States reopens its
land and air borders
T
Monday to foreign visitors
fully vaccinated against Covid19, ending 20 months of
restrictions on travel from
around the globe that separated families, hobbled tourism
and strained diplomatic ties.
The ban, imposed by former president Donald Trump
in early 2020 and upheld by his
successor Joe Biden, has been
widely criticized and become
emblematic of the upheavals
caused by the pandemic.
The restrictions were particularly unpopular in Europe
and US neighbors Canada and
Mexico.
In an effort to slow the
spread of the coronavirus, US

borders were closed after
March 2020 to travelers from
large parts of the world, including the European Union,
Britain and China, India and
Brazil. Overland visitors from
Mexico and Canada were also
banned. The months of restrictions affecting hundreds of
millions of people helped fuel
both personal and economic
suffering brought on by the
Covid-19 pandemic.
“It’s been so hard,” Alison
Henry, 63, told AFP. “I just
want to see my son.”
The British woman plans
to fly Monday to see her son in
New York, after 20 months of
separation.
Families on both sides of
the Atlantic are eager to finally reunite with their loved
ones. Although travel from the

United States to Europe has
been possible since the summer, foreign US residents holding certain visas have had no
guarantee of being able to
reenter the country.
To cope with surging
demand, airlines have
increased the number of
transatlantic flights. They also
plan to use larger planes, as the
easing of restrictions represents a major boost for a sector plunged into crisis by the
pandemic.
Along the border with
Mexico, many cities in the big
US states of Texas and
California have seen significant
economic struggles due to antiCovid trade restrictions. Local
economies are also impatiently waiting for a return to normalcy.
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ndia is among 27 countries to
sign up to a sustainable agriculture action agenda at the conclusion of the first week of the
COP26 climate summit in
Glasgow, laying out new commitments to make farming more
sustainable and less polluting.
The ‘Sustainable Agriculture
Policy Action Agenda for the
Transition to Sustainable
Agriculture and Global Action
Agenda for Innovation in
Agriculture' was among the
highlight action pledges to be
clinched by the participating
countries at the 26th Conference
of Parties (COP26) of the United
Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
on Saturday.
The countries laid out new
commitments to change their
agricultural policies to become
more sustainable and less polluting, and to invest in the science needed for sustainable
agriculture and for protecting
food supplies against climate
change.
“If we are to limit global
warming and keep the goal of
1.5 degree Celsius alive, then
the world needs to use land sustainably and put protection
and restoration of nature at the
heart of all we do,” said Alok
Sharma, the Indian-origin UK
Cabinet minister, in his role as
the President of COP26.
“The commitments being
made today show that nature

ndia on Sunday told the UN
climate summit here that its
solar energy capacity stands at
about 45 gigawatts after it
increased 17 times in the last
seven years, asserting that
although the country represents 17 per cent of the global
population, its historical cumulative emissions are only 4 per
cent.
India said this while giving
a presentation on its third
Biennial Update Report (BUR)
during the 11th Facilitative
Sharing of Views (FSV) at the
ongoing COP26 climate summit here.
The BUR was submitted to
the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) in
February.
The key highlight of the
discussion on India's third
BUR was the achievement of 24
per cent reduction in emission
intensity of its Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) over the period of 2005-2014, and the significant increase of its solar
programme.
Making a statement on
behalf of India, J R Bhatt,
Adviser/Scientist in the
Ministry of Environment, highlighted that India represents 17
per cent of the global population but its historical cumulative emissions are only 4 per
cent, while current annual
greenhouse gas (GHG) emis-
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and land use is being recognised as essential to meeting
the Paris Agreement goals, and
will contribute to addressing
the twin crises of climate
change and biodiversity loss.
Meanwhile, as we look ahead to
negotiations in week two of
COP, I urge all parties to come
to the table with the constructive compromises and ambitions needed,” he said.
Others besides India to
sign up to the action plan
include Australia, Uganda,
Madagascar,
Tanzania,
Vietnam, Nigeria, Lesotho,
Laos, Indonesia, Guinea,
Ghana, Germany, Philippines,
Ethiopia, UK, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Morocco, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Nigeria,
Philippines, Sierra Leone,
Spain, Switzerland and the
UAE.
The announcement follows
Ocean Action Day on Friday of
over 10 new countries signing
up to the "30by30" target to protect 30 per cent of the world's
ocean by 2030.
Thes e
include India, Bahrain, Jamaica,
St Lucia, Sri Lanka, Saudi

Arabia, India, Qatar, Samoa,
Tonga, Gambia and Georgia,
with the target now supported
by over 100 countries.
Among other developments from week one of the
COP26 climate summit, the
World Bank will commit to
spending USD 25 billion in climate finance annually to 2025
through its Climate Action
Plan, including a focus on
agriculture and food systems.
The conclusion of the first
week, which opened with the
World Leaders' Summit attended by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, was marked by a massive
protest march by environmental
activists in Glasgow on Saturday.
Swedish activist Greta
Thunberg joined thousands at
the "Global Day of Action for
Climate Justice" march, the
biggest so far during the COP26
summit which took place
alongside hundreds of similar
events around the world.
After a brief break on
Sunday, the climate talks will
resume on Monday and conclude at the end of the summit
next Friday.

sions are only about 5 per
cent.
“This is complemented by
the fact that India is particularly
vulnerable to climate change.
However, India is nevertheless
taking several mitigation
actions, spanning across the
entire economy and society
and has progressively continued decoupling of its economic growth from greenhouse
gas emissions,” said Bhatt.
In the last seven years,
India's installed solar energy
capacity has increased 17 times,
he said, adding that the solar
energy capacity now stands at
about 45 gigawatts.
All the Parties commended India's efforts on the BUR
and its climate actions, including recent announcements of
new measures.
There were questions about
India's multilateral efforts to
combat climate change, including the Coalition for Disaster
Resilient Infrastructure
(CDRI).
India responded by saying
that disaster risk is increasing
in developing countries, and
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New York: Tesla CEO Elon Musk is asking
on Twitter whether he should sell 10 per
cent of his stock in the electric-vehicle company amid pressure in Washington to
increase taxes on billionaires like him.
Some Democrats have been pushing for
billionaires to pay taxes when the price of
the stocks they hold goes up, even if they
don't sell any shares. It's a concept called
“unrealized gains,” and Musk is sitting on
a lot of them with a net worth of roughly
USD 300 billion.
“Much is made lately of unrealized gains
being a means of tax avoidance, so I propose selling 10 per cent of my Tesla stock,”
he tweeted Saturday afternoon. “Do you
support this?”
By 5:40 pm Eastern time, a little more
than two hours after Musk's initial tweet,
54 per cent said yes out of a total of 876,189
votes.
Much of Musk's wealth is held in
shares of Tesla, which does not pay him a
cash salary. “I only have stock, thus the only
way for me to pay taxes personally is to sell
stock,” he tweeted.
Musk, who is known for his sometimes
flippant tweets, said he would “abide by the
results of this poll.”
AP

New Delhi: The total incidence of taxes
on petrol has come down to 50 per cent
and that on diesel to 40 per cent following a reduction in excise duty by the
Central Government, and by a slightly
higher proportion in States that have also
cut local sales tax or VAT on the fuel.
Incidentally, the Congress-led
Government in Punjab on Sunday
announced a reduction in Value Added
Tax (VAT) on petrol and diesel, making
them cheaper by C10 and C5 per litre
respectively in the State. The new rates
will be effective from midnight. Currently,
petrol and diesel rates in Punjab are
C106.20 and C89.83 per litre respectively.
The retail price of petrol and diesel
is decided after adding central excise,
commission paid to dealers and valueadded tax (VAT) to basic oil prices. The
basic oil price is the prevailing international benchmark rate plus freight.
On November 1, prior to the duty
cuts, central excise of C 32.90 a litre and
VAT of 30 per cent in Delhi made up for
54 per cent of the retail selling price of
diesel, according to price build-up of the
fuel available from state-owned fuel

retailers. This, after the C5 per litre
reduction in excise duty, has come down
to 50 per cent in Delhi. Two dozen states
and UTs have matched the central government's excise cuts with a VAT reduction. And, in those states, the percentage
of taxes in retail price will be marginally lower. Delhi has not yet lowered the
VAT. Similarly, on diesel, the central
excise duty of C31.80 per litre and 16.75
per cent of VAT plus air ambience
charges of C250 per kilolitre, brought the
total incidence of taxation in Delhi to 48
per cent.
This, after the C10 a litre cut in excise
duty, has come down to 40 per cent in
Delhi. In cases that have cut VAT, the
incidence will be even lower.
Basic price, which includes the cost
of oil plus freight, varies between C52.01
a litre in Chennai to C59.89 in Ladakh.
On top of this, the central government
charges an excise duty of C27.90 which
is paid at the factory gate (refinery in this
case). Thereafter, the state governments
levy different rates of local sales tax or
VAT. Rajasthan has the highest VAT on
petrol of C30.51 a litre, followed by
Maharashtra with C29.99, Andhra

Pradesh (C29.02) and Madhya Pradesh
(C26.87). The lowest VAT of
C4.93 a litre is levied in Andaman &
Nicobar. Similarly, the basic price of diesel
varies from C52.13 a litre in Chennai to
59.57 in Ladakh. On top of this, the central government charges an excise duty
of C21.80.
The highest VAT of C21.19 a litre is
levied in Andhra Pradesh, followed by
C21.14 in Rajasthan and C20.21 in
Maharashtra. Himachal Pradesh levies the
lowest VAT of C4.40 a litre, and Andaman
&
Nicobar
charges
C4.58. Petrol pump dealers are paid
C3.85 per litre commission on petrol and
Rs 2.58 on diesel. Petrol prices have been
further reduced by as much as C8.7 per
litre and diesel C 9.52 in BJP-ruled states
and Union Territories – from Ladakh to
Puducherry – after they matched the central government's announcement of a cut
in excise duty with slashing of VAT.
Buckling under pressure, the Union
government had last week cut excise duty
on petrol by C 5 per litre and that on diesel
by C10 a litre to give reprieve to consumers battered by record-high retail fuel
prices.
PTI
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New Delhi:The country's
largest carmaker Maruti Suzuki
India is keeping a close watch
on the price movement of
commodities, which had
touched an 'unprecedented'
high in the second quarter, to
fix its vehicle prices in the
future as it has not fully passed
on the impact to consumers,
according to a senior company
official.
The company is hoping for
a softening of commodity
prices, which also move cycles,
having "sort of reached the
peak".
"Material cost is an important cost in the overall cost
structure for any OEM (original equipment manufacturer).
Normally, 70-75 per cent of the
total cost of an OEM is material cost.
"In the second quarter, our
material cost to net sales ratio
had gone up to a very high figure of 80.5 per cent. This is
unprecedented," Maruti Suzuki
India Senior Executive Director
(Marketing and Sales)
Shashank Srivastava told PTI.
When asked if the company will hike prices of its
vehicles, especially around the
new year as is usually done, he
said, "We have to carefully
monitor the situation because
we haven't passed on even the
past increases of commodity
prices into our (vehicle) price
hikes."
Srivastava added that the

company has taken a price
hike of about 1.9 per cent at the
beginning of September but
"we have to carefully watch the
direction of the commodity
price movement in the future".
He further said the peak of
commodity prices was in Q1 of
the ongoing fiscal but the effect
of it comes to the OEMs like
Maruti Suzuki with a lag of one
quarter.
"So, the effect of that peak
had come to us in the second
quarter," he said, adding that
the commodity prices have
been increasing dramatically in
the past one year.
He said, "Starting from
May 2020, almost all commodities that are related to
automobile production have
increased."
Steel, which was Rs 38 per
kg, went up to about Rs 72 per
kg, although it has come down
a little bit. Copper, which was
at USD 5,200 per tonnes, also
went up to USD 10,400 per
tonnes, he added.
Besides, the prices of other
precious metals like palladium,
platinum and rhodium have
also gone up by up to almost
two-three times.
"It does show that there has
been a huge, unprecedented
increase in commodity prices
and still continue to be high,
although in the precious metal,
there have been some softening
in the last couple of weeks,"
Srivastava said.
PTI

New Delhi:Standard Operating Procedures -which will provide further clarity on the new IT
and intermediary rules -- are required as
"guardrails" for consumers and investors, and the
Government would certainly deliver on it,
Minister of State for IT Rajeev Chandrasekhar
has said.
The SOPs involve inter-ministerial consultation and are about "sensitising" many ministries, Chandrasekhar said, adding those conversations are already on.
In an interview to PTI, Chandrasekhar further said the IT Ministry is also planning a massive outreach next year in form of a dialogue with
public, consumer forums, academia, industry
and others on the fast-evolving online space and
what more needs to be done to ensure that internet is open, safe and trusted.
Chandrasekhar said the outreach by the IT
Ministry will be "broad-based" and across various states. These dialogues will happen "where

power of internet is transforming lives of people."
While the IT Ministry has been regularly
engaging with stakeholders on various issues, it
will now "start spreading out and meeting citizens from all across the country in a much more
organised manner about what their expectation
from the internet is, and what more the government can do to empower users."
To a question on the Standard Operating
Procedures (SOPs) related to IT and intermediary rules, the minister asserted that the internet momentum must continue and therefore, it
is in the nation's interest to have an open, safe,
trusted and accountable internet and policies
around that.
"So the SOPs, which are part of clarifying
the rules and the policies, are required as
guardrails for investors and guardrails for the
consumers and we will deliver on that," he said
but declined to specify a timeline.
PTI
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New Delhi:The Finance
Ministry will soon start the
process for the appointment of
managing director (MD) and
deputy managing directors
(DMDs) of the newly set up
C 20,000 crore development
finance institution NaBFID, to
catalyse investment in the
fund-starved infrastructure
sector.
Last month, the government appointed veteran banker
K V Kamath as the chairperson
of the National Bank for
Financing Infrastructure and
Development (NaBFID) for
three years.
According to sources, the
finance ministry will soon inti-

mate the Banks Board Bureau
(BBB) about the appointment
of MD and DMDs of NaBFID.
The Bureau will issue advertisements and undertake a selection process, sources said.
The BBB is the headhunter
for state-owned banks and
financial institutions.
The MD, DMDs and
whole-time directors would
not hold office after attaining
the age of 65 years and 62 years
respectively.
As per the National Bank
for Financing Infrastructure
and Development (NaBFID)
Act 2021, the institution would
have one MD and not more
than three DMDs.
PTI
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New Delhi: Speaking on the
occasion of NTPC’s Raising
Day, R K Singh, Union Minister
(Power, New & Renewable
Energy) said “NTPC is a special company; it is the largest
provider of energy to our country, the most important input
for growth”.
In his address, Singh
shared Company’s achievements, expertise, future goals
and also discussed about
NTPC’s role in leading India’s
energy transition. Singh also
appreciated NTPC for passing
on approximately 4500 crore to
states in last financial year by
optimising energy charges.

this is a step to enhance international cooperation which is
much needed in the current
times.
On the question of an
increase in forest cover, India
responded that people's participation has played an important role in enhancing its forest cover, and that its forests
provide all the four ecosystem
services.
India highlighted that it
speaks on climate change from
a position of strength and
responsibility.
“India's 15 per cent of total
carbon dioxide emission in
2016 was removed from the
atmosphere by the LULUCF
(Land Use, Land-Use Change
and Forestry).
“Between 2015 and 2019,
the forest and tree cover
increased by 13,031 square
kilometer and mangrove cover
increased by 235 square kilometer. Populations of Asiatic
lion, elephant, rhino increased
manifold in the last 5 to 6
years,” according to India's
statement.
“We emphasise that India
is particularly vulnerable to
climate change, a point which
many friends overlook in their
eagerness to understand our
mitigation efforts.
“To follow a sustainable
path to development, India
has taken several mitigation
actions. There is no sector that
has been left untouched while
planning and implementing
climate mitigation actions.
They span across the entire
economy and society,” it added.
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he US has partnered with
the UK and India-led
T
Green Grids Initiative of a
global energy grid launched by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
at the COP26 climate summit
in Glasgow.
At a meeting of the
Steering Committee of the
Green Grids Initiative – ‘One
Sun One World One Grid’
(GGI-OSOWOG) earlier this
week, US Secretary of Energy
Jennifer Granholm said that the
US is excited to be back in the
climate conversation and to
partner with the new initiative.
“All the energy humanity
uses in a year is equal to the
energy that reaches the earth
from the sun in a single hour,”
said Granholm.
“The GGI-OSOWOG is
focusing on the two most
important pieces of the puzzle.
We at the US Department of
Energy are happy to be a partner with GGI-OSOWOG,” she
said.
The International Solar
Alliance (ISA) under India’s
presidency and the UK’s
COP26 Presidency had
launched GGI-OSOWOG during the World Leaders’ Summit
of COP26 on Tuesday.
The Steering Committee of
GGI-OSOWOG comprises five
members besides India and
the UK – the US, Australia and
France – and has been set up

to deliver the vision of One Sun
One World One Grid under
which 80 countries have
resolved to combine their
efforts to create more interconnected grids, endorsing the
‘One Sun Declaration’.
Energy
Secretar y
Granholm told the meeting this
week that the US is focusing on
next-generation technologies to
ensure solar panels and grids
are consistently efficient across
markets and geographies.
“The US is interested in
helping countries that do not
have access to electricity by
leveraging the power of the
sun,” she said.
Following the leader-level
events of the United Nations
Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC)
26th Conference of Parties
(COP26) in Glasgow on
Monday and Tuesday, each
country’s delegates and officials
have been participating in a
series of meetings to finalise the
way forward to tackle climate
change by the end of the summit on November 12.
The Indian team includes
Minister of Environment,
Forest and Climate Change
Bhupendra Yadav and chief
negotiator Richa Sharma.
“We must return to the sun
to save the earth. As the world
progresses to achieve new
heights economically and
socially, solar energy will power
the transition,” said Yadav.
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ou might not have heard of
Sharad Kelkar, even though he
has appeared in almost 20
Bollywood films, but you have surely
heard his voice.
He lent his powerful voice to
Prabhas’ character for the Hindi version of the Baahubali franchise.
Additionally, he has also voiced the protagonist from numerous dubbed
Hollywood hits such as Mad Max: Fury
Road (as Tom Hardy’s Hindi voice),
Hobbs & Shaw, Fate Of The Furious and
Furious 7 (as Jason Statham’s voice).
In the animated web series, The
Legend Of Hanuman, he was the narrator. This time around, he is all set to
host a show which will be aired on
National Geographic India.
Presenting the ever popular investigative genre in an all-new and exclusively curated show called Case Files,
we will see Kelkar draw the audience
in with his voice and connect the
episodes which are spread across several genres.
While Kelkar will be seen in a new
role, most of the episodes are based on
shows aired by National Geographic
previously. Read on for a description
of some of the shows which will be
included in Case Files.
Air Crash Investigation: A fan
favourite, this show is an iconic series
with many more episodes still under
production. The show recounts air
crashes, near crashes, fires, hijackings,
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To Catch A Smuggler: The show
follows a day in the life of airport security teams in some of the busiest international airport s in the world across
Bogota (Colombia), Lima (Peru),
Rome (Italy), Madrid (Spain), and
New York (USA). Viewers will get to
see the biggest busts, the most ingenious ploys, and sometimes the stupidest attempts at smuggling. The episode
goes beyond the busts because the
story of trafficking is not just one of
law enforcement; it's also about human
drama.
With each show offering a different and unique perspective into the
world of crime and investigation,
Case Files is weaving together the
excitement of a mystery with the satisfaction of reaching a conclusion
with every case and let’s see what
Kelkar has to say..

Y

bombings, and other mainly flight
related disasters and crises. It also
reveals the events that led to each crisis or disaster, their causes as determined by the official investigating body
or bodies, and the measures they recommended to prevent a similar incident from happening again
Undercover Asia: This award-winning investigative series exposes the
secret criminal underbelly of Asia. With
depth and some trademark undercover reporting, National Geographic
explores gripping stories of crime, violence and injustice across the world’s
largest continent. From cybercrime

masterminded in North Korea to document forgers in Thailand; from fake
degree scams in Pakistan to private
detectives in China the cases are
intriguing also because they uncover
aspects of society usually kept undercover.
Banged Up Abroad: This series
features the real story of people who
have been arrested while travelling
abroad. Through a dramatic reconstruction, the convicted or captured are
shown talking about their experiences, combined with dramatic reenactments of their respective experiences.

YYou have adopted the role of the
narrator for numerous crime shows;
what is with this fascination with
crime and investigative series?
I love thrillers and investigative
films and such stories. I am one of
those people who is an avid watcher
of anything and everything broadcast
by National Geographic. People are
easily drawn to such shows.
Personally, I think my voice sits
well with the nature of such shows that
are based on crime. (laughs) It was an
honour to work with National
Geographic India. This is one of those
few platforms that give us immense
knowledge in a detailed manner.
YCase Files will be a compilation of
multiple shows. Which one would be
your favourite among the lot and how
do you think such shows are helpful?
I have gone through most of
them, since I have been watching
National Geographic since ages,
and there are two shows that I particularly like. One of them is Banged
Up Abroad and the other is To Catch
A Smuggler. Both happen to be
extremely interesting, with respect
to the investigative processes that

Set 10 years after Dexter Morgan went missing in the
eye of Hurricane Laura, Dexter: New Blood shows him living under an assumed name in a fictional small town of
Iron Lake, New York. Dexter may be embracing his new
life but the darkness still exists. It starts streaming from
November 8 on Voot Select.

were followed.
Such shows also help me in
becoming a well-rounded actor. When
we watch films, not everything seems
to be seamless; at times there are some
discrepancies and such nuanced shows
help in getting rid of any room for
error.
And you cannot overlook the
informational value of such shows. I
mean, sure, everyone wants to be
entertained and this show serves as a
good piece of entertainment, however, it could very well teach you what
you need to do when you are stuck in
a sticky situation.
YYou say that such shows will be ben-

eficial. On a somewhat similar note,
if someone is inclined to look at the
loopholes that might be displayed
from such shows, this is actually
detrimental to society, is it not?
Not really. You have to understand
that all these shows are based on people who have been caught. There are
so many angles which have been covered, but will not explore its depth. Let’s
consider the skills of an investigator.
For those who might be unaware, a
mixture of their training and expertise
lead them to be adept at profiling. On
any given day, when you read a newspaper, you might come across at least
one instance when someone was
caught trying to smuggle gold or
counterfeit currencies, while entering
an airport.
The people who are working
behind the scenes at such high security institutions happen to be highly
intelligent and let’s not discredit them.
If anything, this show will deter those
who wish to cause any mischief.
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Abbas Sheikh (Vinay Pathak) is being questioned by
investigators about the early years of Himmat Singh as
they are investigating the corruption charges against
Singh. It starts streaming from November 12 on
Disney+ Hotstar.

YThe last time you were seen on
screen was during Bhuj: The Pride Of
India. When will see you next?
Thankfully, with the effects of the
pandemic disappearing, the industry
is now back on track. While I am afraid
I would not be able to share any
details, I have four films in the pipeline.
Let’s see which one releases first.
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10-year-old Max Mercer is left behind at home by himself
for the holidays when his family leaves for a vacation to
Tokyo and takes on a couple looking to steal a priceless
heirloom from his family. It starts streaming from
November 12 on Disney+.

he ancient concept of Ayurveda
firmly believes in following a balT
anced and healthy diet to ensure a naturally glowing skin. Along with the
wholesome diet, it is also essential to follow some regular Ayurvedic rituals or
‘dincharya’ as it cleanses and nourishes
the skin from the very core. Here are
some rituals that can be incorporated in
your routine for a deeply nourished and
supple skin:
Oil pulling (Gandush)
This procedure is meant for preventing diseases related to gums, teeth, and
mouth. It needs to be done in the
morning by taking 102 tablespoons of
coconut or sesame oil in the mouth and
swishing it gently through the oral cavity. Start by doing it for five minutes and
then gradually extend it for 15-20 minutes. Make sure to avoid swallowing it
and spitting it at the end. Finally, use
warm water to rinse the mouth.
Benefits for the facial skin:
Q Blood supply to the facial muscles
increases and sagging of facial skin is
prevented.
Q Keeps teeth and gums strong and
healthy by killing the bacteria.
Q Facial muscles become strong.
Q Prevents dry lips.
Self-abhyanga (Ayurvedic massage)
i. Use a dry brush on the skin to
eliminate the dirt and dead skin from the
surface and make the pores more receptive to the oil that will be massaged.
ii. Take some organic coconut or
sesame oil and rub between the palms
to warm it up. Then massage it all over
the body gently from the neck down to
the feet. For limbs, use long strokes and
for joints, apply short strokes. Fingers
and toes must not be ignored as they
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have important nerve endings.
iii. After letting the oil sit for five10 minutes, you can rinse the excess oil
using cool water, depending on the
outside temperature. This prevents the
clogging of pores by the extra oil. Doing
some deep breathing during this period
while letting the oil penetrate the skin
is a great practise. Practise it twice or
thrice a week for witnessing the benefits.
The process has direct and indirect
benefits on the skin in the following
ways:
Q Skin becomes softer and stays
moisturised.
Q Enhances the texture, tone, and
appearance of skin.
Q Enhances blood circulation
Q Sleep pattern improves, leading to
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better health and glowing skin.
Seasonal skincare routines
WDuring winters
QUse kokum and coconut and for

keeping the skin well-moisturised.
QTry using products with natural
ingredients such as cold-pressed oils
of almond, apricot, sesame, and jojoba. You can also use honey also keep
the moisture intact. You can apply aalep
(face masks) with ingredients like banana,
aloe vera or papaya, and honey.
QFollow self-abhyanga before bathing, using
coconut, sesame, or
mustard oil.
QFollow the head

massage routine for a healthy scalp and
strong hair. It also improves blood circulation and leads to better sleep that is quite
essential for glowing skin.
WDuring summers
QExfoliate your skin with Ayurvedic

products like fennel, neem, and green gram
to remove the dead skins and excess oil
QOnce exfoliated, tone the skin using
jasmine, rose water, cucumber, and aloe vera
to close your pores and keep the skin
hydrated.
QMoisturise your skin using natural
ingredients like chickpea flour,
sandalwood oil, and honey.
These will keep the skin soft
and lithe without making it
feel oily during summers.
QSkin damage due
to tanning can be
removed by using
diluted neem and
almond oil. This will also kill
the pimple/ acne-causing bacteria.
WDuring spring
QUse organic coconut,
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almond, or sesame oil for detoxifying the skin
and enhancing blood circulation. This will
keep it nourished and add a natural glow to
the skin.
QApply ubtan mixed with rose water as
it forms an excellent exfoliating scrub. For
oily skin, it can be mixed with yoghurt to render radiant skin.
Sufficient sleep
This is another essential criterion for
healthy skin. You can practice padaabhyanga using lukewarm oil for better sleep. This
will relax your body and boost the blood flow
to the skin, letting you wake up to a healthy
glow.
Practise meditation and yoga
This will keep you fit by reducing your
stress levels and cleansing you from within.
This naturally results in a healthy and glowing skin. Doing yoga regularly not only tones
your body but even flushes out toxins by
enhancing blood circulation.
Being consistent with all these Ayurveda
practises can help one with a younger, better looking, healthy skin.
(The author is founder and director of
Ayouthveda.)
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ust like another day, the mountainous village of Honzar in Dachhan
Tehsil in Kishtwar district in the erstwhile state of Jammu and Kashmir was
approaching dawn when the entire village was hit by a deadly cloudburst
around four in the morning on July 28,
2021. It washed away ten houses, one
school building, a food storage while
leaving several dead and missing. Three
months later, villagers are yet to overcome the losses.
“Everything was normal. Clouds
were hovering in the sky. Never had we
imagined our beautiful land would
turn into a heap of sand,” said 21-yearold Omar, a local from the village.
According to him, the locals tried to save
the lives of people but could not succeed.
By the time the administration reached
their village after covering a long distance of approximately 120 kilometres
from Kishtwar town, the situation had
already gone from bad to worse.
“Teams from the National Disaster
Response Force (NDRF) and State
Disaster Response Force (SDRF)
reached our village after three days, by
the time the weather had cleared up. We
had many expectations from the administrations,” he added.
The residents of this remote village
believe that in order to be self-depen-
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dent and protect themselves during such
extreme events, they should be provided with effective disaster preparedness
training, which will provide them the
necessary skills to respond immediately to the disasters their region is prone
to. They will be able to hold the ground
till arrival of the rescue teams.
Abdul Majeed, a teacher at the
school destroyed in the disaster,
described how helpless he felt during the
cloudburst without any disaster preparedness training. “Several lives were
lost in front of my eyes which neither
the administration nor I could save. I
appeal to the administration to strengthen our capabilities that will prepare us
to undertake rescue operations in the
future,” expressed Abdul with misty
eyes.
Ashfaq Hussain Tantre, a 50-yearold resident from the village, pointed out
how the unavailability of a strong infrastructure in their village makes it even
more difficult to save lives during
times of crisis. “We don’t have basic
facilities like roads and networks. We
carry patients on our shoulders and trek
for several kilometers in these serpentine hills to reach the nearest Public
Health Centre (PHC) located at
Dachhan, approximately two hours
from Honzar. Without the basic infra-

e often get so caught up in our daily lives
W
that we forget to slow down and live in the
present moment. Mindfulness can be as simple
as observing our breath… it can be as effortless
as taking a few moments to look around and
notice trivial details about our surroundings.
Mindfulness is also in eating slowly, in walking
with full attention, it can also be experienced in
doing only one thing at a time. So, you see, mindfulness is not something esoteric for which we
need to give up our worldly life. Instead, it deserves
to be an integral part of our modern lives, because
it helps improve our productivity and quality of
life.
Here are simple techniques in which we can
build our mindfulness practise for better stress
management, and good health:

structure, how do we save our lives
when natural hazards hit the village?”
He explained how it took so long to
inform the district information officer
about the calamity since there is no network in the region.
Ashfaq and several alike wait for the
administration to take notice of the
plight and assist them for future. “Since
the village is prone to such natural hazards and we have witnessed cloudburst
events several times in the past, we had
appealed the administration to help us
find a solution,” Ashfaq added.
In this regard, Sheikh Zafarullah,
the District Development Councillor
(DDC) of Marwah, said, “Ababeel, an

organisation based in Doda that works
towards providing emergency assistance
and disaster relief, had come forward to
serve the people of Honzar village.
District administration should contribute actively in building capacities of
such organisations to ensure our future
is safe.”
Those found in critical condition
were taken to the district hospital on the
third day as informed by the DDC.
According to him, these people would
have not suffered so much if they were
aware of the mitigation, prevention and
preparedness strategies of dealing with
a cloudburst.
He further added that a week
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SMeditation

your daily routine helps create a stronger connection between the mind and body. One can take
a short 10-15 minutes break and do some light
moving and stretching to improve their quality
of life. When the goal is improving mindfulness,
your practise should be slow with stretches held
for a longer period with full breath awareness.

Find a spot in your house, preferably where
there isn’t much clutter to start your practise. You
can even sit outdoors in nature, with little or no
distraction. Take a few deep breaths and with each
exhalation, gently relax your body. Now choose
an object of meditation, such as your breath, a
flower, a deity or anything that appeals to you.
With each breath, practise maintaining your focus
on your chosen object. It’s natural for the mind
to drift, and each time it does so, bring it back to
your chosen object. You can spend up to 20-30
minutes in meditation at a time. The key is to keep
it effortless and not try too hard to keep your attention. Regular practise can increase your concentration and it is also a powerful stress reliever.

SPranayama

Choose any one pranayama practise and do
it consistently — equal breathing and alternate
nostril breathing are both very good techniques
suitable for most people. Conscious and deep
breathing benefits an individual both physically
and mentally. This practise will keep you energised
throughout the day and stimulate feel-good
thoughts in your mind, helping you in calming
stress and anxiety.

SMindful walking

One can practise mindful walking anywhere
and everywhere, be it in the garden, around the
house, on the beach, or any place of your preference. Firstly, feel the ground beneath you and focus
on each step. Be mindful of the grounding sensation your feet have while they move on the surface. Try to notice every sound around you,
whether it’s of the flowing wind, birds chirping
or the trees swaying. Feel the breeze against your
hair and skin, while being conscious of every sen-

before the cloudburst, hundreds of acres
of land were destroyed due to flood in
Naw Bachi village in Marwah block.
One of the ways for quick emergency assistance could be allotting
one aircraft in each district by the
administration during monsoon when
such events have high probability of
occurrence. “Even though the administration had sent aircraft to rescue people, it took time to take permissions that
ultimately delayed the entire process.
Allotting district specific aircraft for
emergency assistance can make the
evacuation quicker and effective,” DDC
suggested.
A village like Honzar, which is
deprived of basic amenities, has a
tough geography and faces extreme
weather conditions, requires not only
a development strategy but a strong
disaster risk reduction and management approach. It is important to
recognise the potential role of local
community members in managing
local disaster events. By providing
them the technical knowledge, skills
and medium to intervene during such
disaster situations, the loss of lives can
be reduced. This, of course, needs to
be supported by strong road and
health infrastructure.

sation. Gently breathe in and breathe out, and feel
the fresh air. This can be a great start to the day
or one can even practise this by just taking a break
amidst their busy schedule.

SPractise Yoga

Practising Yoga is an incredible activity to slow
down your pace and take time to focus on your
body movements and breathing. Adding Yoga into

e often hear about the news of a certain kind of
species of an animal or bird being declared as
W
endangered by the Ministries and governments across
the world. As a result of which, worldwide campaigns
are launched for creating awareness about the need to
make action-plans for their protection and conservation.
But, surprisingly, never has adequate attention been
paid to the fact that in the present disturbed moral ecology characterised by the environment of corruption, climate of crime, high spurts in mental pollution, the severe
droughts in the minds of men which have become barren of love and sympathy and the in-roads made by pernicious elements, through the electronic media into the
workplace and the home — the natural habitats of man
— the ethically sound elite class and the morally strong
middle class have become an endangered species.
The invasion of the
audio-visual means of communication or entertainment,
the primacy of the idiot-box
and, of course, social media,
have really endangered these
species. The print-media,
which is the promoter of
popular culture, is also tilted
towards agitations, sensations,
strikes, social and economic
storms, entertainment —
good and bad — and ‘hot
news’. The educational content is thin and the stuff that
should build up a moral climate or maintain ethical ecology is rare. So, their readers are often swayed by sensational news, group-pressures and pseudo-culture and
thus form a vulnerable group. The readers are in constant danger of being victims of those predators who
invade their minds by slanderous propaganda or who
tempt them through various advertising tactics.
There is still a large section in the society who still
believes in reading books or magazines in physical format rather than digital. As a result of this, the publishers come out with a variety of magazines/books every
few days and do lots of publicity campaigns to grab more
and more eyeballs. However, at the end of all this, the
simple policy that rules the market is that ‘one who entertains well will sell well’, irrespective of whether they are
educating or influencing the reader in a positive way.
And we are all very much aware what kind of material is sold most on stalls and book-shops.
In short, this kind of reading material has almost
extinguished people’s appetite for ethical education.
There is, thus, the need to take steps to whet the appetite
of people for moral elements. There is also the need for
the print and the electronic media to forge a meaningful alliance with people and institutions that can build
ethical interpretations on news and views. There is the
need for innovation and co-ordinated strategy for the
protection of the spiritually less developed people and
the intellectually unsafe and hapless people on whom
all kinds of entertainment material is foisted.
We should not forget the fact that there was a time
when India had pride of place in the comity of nations
because of its moral and spiritual stature but now it is
way behind. As things stand at present, people say that
it is difficult to find business and ethics or legal and medical practise and morals going together. People firmly
following moral norms in the face of heavy odds have
now become a vanishing tribe. There is, hence, the need
to have moral and spiritual centres dotting the entire
landscape of the country so as to protect and promote
the moral atmosphere. Remember, if we don’t act now,
it would be too late.

Mindfulness practises are extremely helpful
in both maintaining and managing your physical and mental health. The simplest way is to turn
oneself into a keen observer of the surroundings
and the events around us. And then you can
progress into activities like pranayama, Yoga and
meditation.
(The author is the founder of Yoganama and
a Yoga and Ayurveda lifestyle specialist.)
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India out as New Zealand clinch semi-final spot
?C8Q 01D37018

ndia were sent packing from the T20
World Cup after a clinical New
Zealand clinched a facile eight-wicket triumph over Afghanistan in their
final Super 12 game to claim the last
available semifinal spot here on Sunday.
India's slim hopes hinged on
Afghanistan upstaging the Black Caps
as that would have brought the Net Run
Rate into equation and opened the
doors for Virat Kohli's men, who only
have themselves to blame for the ouster
now.
The Kiwis were favourites to win
on the day and they hardly put a foot
wrong, chasing down a small target of
125 in just 18.1 overs to join England,
Australia and Pakistan in the last-four
stage.
Sunday's result renders India's
final league engagement against
Namibia inconsequential. The team was
outplayed in its first two Super 12
matches by Pakistan and New Zealand,
which proved to be its undoing.
The side did bounce back for wins
over Afghanistan and Scotland but the
damage done by the previous two
defeats was far too much.
Kane Williamson's men, who won
four of their five Super 12 matches, will
be up against either England or
Australia in the semifinals.
Openers Daryl Mitchell (17),
caught behind by the Mohammad
Shahzad off Mujeeb ur Rahman, and

I

Martin Guptill (28), who became
Rashid
Khan's 400th wicket in T20 cricket, were the only New Zealand wickets
to fall in the afternoon match.
Williamson (40 not out, 42 balls, 3
fours) looked unhurried during his
knock and his half-century partnership
for the third wicket with Devon
Conway (36 not out) guided the team
home.
They negotiated the spin threat
posed by Rashid, Mujeeb and

Mohammed Nabi quite well to ensure
that there was no drama.
Conway got over a tentative start
and hit Nabi for two boundaries in the
14th over to speed up the chase after a
brief lull.
Earlier, New Zealand pacers, led by
Trent Boult (3/17), dished out a clinical performance to restrict Afghanistan
to 124 for 8 in their final Super 12 match
of the T20 World Cup here on Sunday.
Afghanistan, who needed to win to
keep their semifinal hopes alive,

reached the total mainly due to the
efforts of Najibullah Zadran (73 off 48
balls). Zadran stood out in a rather tepid
display by the rest of his team-mates.
He struck six fours and three sixes
during his brilliant innings.
The Kiwi pace trio of Boult, Tim
Southee (2/24) and Adam Milne (1/17)
did not give anything away in the initial overs as the Afghan batters struggled to get going and in trying to force
the pace of their innings.
Ish Sodhi (1/13) and Jimmy

Neesham (1/24) were the other New
Zealand wicket-takers. Neesham conceded only two runs from the final over
of the Afghanistan innings. The lefthanded Zadran rescued Afghanistan
with a 59-run fifth wicket stand with
captain Mohammed Nabi (14). The
team was placed at 56 for 4 in 10 overs
when the two got together and dug their
heels in. However, there was very little support for Zadran from the other
batters.
A flurry of wickets after the fall of
Nabi, including that of Zadran, ensured
that Afghanistan did not get to a middling score. Boult sent back Zadran and
Karim Janat (2) in the 19th over as the
Kiwis took control of the match.
Afghanistan got off to a poor start,
losing the openers inside the first four
overs.
Shahzad (4) was the first to go in
the third over when his uppercut off
Milne flew to wicketkeeper Devon
Conway, who leapt high to complete a
good catch on the second attempt. The
wily Boult struck the second blow, getting Hazratullah Zazai when the batter's
attempted flick took a leading edge for
an easy catch to Mitchell Santner,
leaving Afghanistan at 12 for 2. Soon,
it became 19 for 3 when Rahmanullah
Gurbaz was leg-before to Tim Southee
for 6. Zadran and Gulbadin Naib (15)
staged a mini recovery for Afghanistan
with a 37-run partnership for the
fourth wicket during which the former
came up with some good shots.
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laying international
cricket since the last
P
century, when some of his
current teammates were not
even born, Shoaib Malik on
Sunday showed them the
way with an astonishing
18-ball 54 to set up
Pakistan's 72-run mauling
of Scotland in the T20
World Cup.
It was the tournament's
joint fastest half-century
alongside India opener K L
Rahul's 18-ball 50, which
also came against Scotland,
as Pakistan stopped the
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watched from the stands,
Malik, 39, blasted six sixes
during his whirlwind
unbeaten knock, which
overshadowed skipper

annoyed that in a tournament of
this stature, toss played such a crucial role, as India, while batting
first, looked a different outfit
compared to the opposition who
were helped in shot-making
because of the dew-laden surface.
"Toss played a very, very vital role
and I believe in these kind of
matches, toss shouldn't be of any
consequence," he said. "Here
toss gives unfair advantage and
there is a huge change in batting
in the first innings and batting in
the second innings. That shouldn't be the case in short format like
this," he said.

the last two overs, including
26 in the final six balls
bowled by Chris Greaves.
Coincidentally, it was at
this very venue that Malik
made
his
One-day
International debut in
October 1999, against West
Indies. His first Pakistan
captain, Wasim Akram,
retired from the game nearly two decades ago.
Meanwhile Babar, who once
again donned the role of the
accumulator, became only
the third batter to score four
half-centuries in a T20
World Cup.
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utgoing head coach
Ravi Shastri and skipper
O
Virat Kohli, who will lead

day before his last match as
India's bowling coach, Bharat
A
Arun did admit that both toss and
bubble fatigue contributed to
India's indifferent performance in
the T20 World Cup, where they
lost to Pakistan and New Zealand
in Super 12 stage.
Asked if the absence of a gap
between IPL and T20 World Cup
became a factor, Arun responded
in the positive. "Being on the road
for six months is huge ask. Players
haven't gone home and I think
they had a short break after the
last IPL got suspended.
"They have been in a bubble
for six months and that takes a
huge toll, so specific to your question, may be a short break between
IPL and World Cup could have
done a lot of good for these boys,"
Arun said on the eve of India's
final group league game against
Namibia.
However, he was pretty

Scots at 117 for six after
posting an imposing 189 for
four.
As her Indian tennis
player wife Sania Mirza

Babar Azam's fourth halfcentury of the tournament.
Batting first, Pakistan
pummelled 129 runs in the
back 10 after limping to 60
for two at the halfway stage.
With the ball, the inform team did what was
expected of them in their
last Super 12 engagement to
set up a semifinal date with
Australia. Pakistan blazed
their way into the last four
with five wins from as many
outings, underlining their
credentials as one of the
firm favourites.
Thanks to Malik's blitz,
Pakistan scored 43 runs in

the country for one last time
in the shortest format, would
aim to finish India's underwhelming T20 World Cup
campaign on a positive note
with a victory over Namibia
in the team's final Super 12
match here on Monday.
Around 6:30 pm, New
Zealand hit the winning
runs against Afghanistan
much to the disappointment
of the Indian fans, who were
hoping against hope that a
miracle will happen under
the blazing afternoon sun at
the Sheikh Zayed Stadium in
Abu Dhabi.
The mood in the Indian
camp was evident when
BCCI's official media
whataspp group had a message for the journalists "The
optional training session in
the evening has been can-

celled."
It was understandable
dejection as for first time
since the 2012 edition of this
event, India had failed to
make the knockout stage of
an ICC event.
The Indian players, who
kept an eye on the TV
watching Afghanistan battle
it out against the Black Caps,

knew by the halfway stage of
the game that all of them
would now have to take the
flight back to their respective
cities on Tuesday, a welcome
break from the bio-bubble
but not in the way they
would have liked.
Against Namibia, they
will surely win it big and
skipper Kohli would do a

world of good if he allows
the likes of Rahul Chahar get
a game and give Ishan
Kishan another go. The
senior players would gain
precious little against the
David Wieses of the world
save for beefing up their
individual statistics.
Ver y rarely has an
Indian team played such an
inconsequential game at an
ICC event since its last
league game in the 1992
World Cup against South
Africa after already being
out of the race for the semifinals.
It's not the first time that
India are out of a global
tournament before the last
four stage but never has it
been so frustrating where
one could clearly read the
writing on the wall. India
lost two crucial tosses, batted awfully in slightly, if not
very, testing conditions and
then on a dew-laden surface
bowled atrociously.
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he Abu Dhabi cricket stadium's Indian chief curator, Mohan
Singh, was found dead in his room on Sunday hours before
T
the T20 World Cup game between Afghanistan and New Zealand
here.
According to UAE Cricket sources, the 45-year-old, who
hailed from Uttarakhand, was suffering from depression and was
found hanging in his room, hours after inspecting the pitch for
the clash that New Zealand won by eight wickets to enter the
semifinals. Both Abu Dhabi Cricket and the International Cricket
Council paid tributes to him but did not reveal the cause of death.
He is survived by his wife and daughter who will be reaching
Abu Dhabi soon.
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fghanistan's premier legspinner Rashid Khan
A
picked up his 400th wicket in
competitive T20 cricket during
the team's T20 World Cup
match against New Zealand
here on Sunday.
The 23-year-old spinner
reached the milestone when he
bowled New Zealand opener
Martin Guptill with a wrong'un
in the ninth over of the Kiwi
innings, even as the batter

tried to go for a slog sweep at
the Sheikh Zayed Stadium.
Rashid achieved the feat in
his 289th T20 match.
Only three other bowlers
have crossed the 400-wicket
mark in T20 cricket. Dwayne
Bravo, the first to reach the feat
in 364 matches, also became
the first bowler to cross 500
T20 wickets. The West Indies
all-rounder, who has just
announced his international
retirement from the format, has
553 wickets from 512 matches
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avi Hernández had plenty
to like and much more to
lament about Barcelona's wild
3-3 draw at Celta Vigo, when
his soon-to-be team squandered a three-goal halftime
lead.
Playing its final match
under caretaker coach Sergi
Barjuan before Xavi takes over
as its new full-time manager,
Barcelona roared out to a 3-0
lead after playing one of its
best halves of the season.
But injuries to 19-yearolds Ansu Fati and Nico
González, who were having
inspired performances, and
the resurgence of its defensive
doubts helped Iago Aspas lead
Celta back with his secondhalf brace. Aspas capped the
comeback with a second goal
on one of the final kicks of the
match when he scored from
long range while Barcelona
was hunkered down in its box
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ndian chess ace Dronavalli
Harika could not break
through the defences of lowerrated German Elisabeth Paehtz
in the 10th round to slip to joint
third with 6.5 points in the
FIDE Women's Grand Swiss
chess tournament here.
Harika was up against
Paahtz on the second board in
a Alapin Variation of the
Sicilian. The Indian GM got a
promising endgame but missed
her chance to put the German
to a serious test.
After Harika opted for natural exchange of the bishops,
the game quickly transitioned
to a drawn rook ending. The
two agreed to split a point on
move 31 and both are on 6.5
points after the 10th and penultimate round.
China's Lei Tingjie confirmed her first place in the
inaugural Women's Grand

ong-serving national youth I
coach Bhaskar Bhatt is all
L
but certain to take over as the

begging for the final whistle.
"We forgot we had to play
the second half," said a dejected Frenkie de Jong, who provided Barcelona's only spark
after halftime with a shot that
hit the crossbar with the score
at 3-2. "We need to show
more character. This game
was important to move up a
bit in the table. It is a very
hard blow."
Barcelona remained in
ninth place in the Spanish
league and with its horizon of
success narrowing to simply
securing a top-four finish to
ensure its spot in the
Champions League.

senior women's head coach
before the world championships, for which Olympic
bronze-medallist
Lovlina Borgohain will
remain a direct selection
despite the request for a trial
by national gold-winner
Arundhati Choudhary. In a
conversation with PTI, Boxing
Federation of India (BFI)
Secretary General Hemanta
Kalita said the decision to
give Borgohain a direct entry
in the 70kg category will not be
revisited despite Choudhary's
open letter, seeking a trial citing "the concept of fair play
and need to prove oneself
each time." "There won't be
any trials for the women's
world championship

Swiss following a draw with
the
top-seed
Mariya
Muzychuk. She is followed by
compatriot Zhu Jiner in second place with seven points
and five players with 6.5/10 are
tied for third place.
Among the other Indian
women, Vantika Agrawal and
Divya Deshmukh scored wins
over Nataliya Buksa and Jesse
Nikki February, respectively.
Vantika is on six points,
while Divya took her tally to
four points after the 10th
round.
Meanwhile, R Vaishali
and Padmini Rout settled for
draws against Antoaneta
Stefanova
and
E lina
Danielian respectively. In the
Open event, young GM D
Gukesh and the veteran Surya
Shekhar Ganguly were the
only winners in the round. K
Sasikiran, who was among
the leading pack for a few
rounds.
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Manika Batra and
Archana Kamath tasted their
Ifirstndia's
major success as a pair by
winning the women's doubles
title at the WTT Contender
Lasko here on Sunday.
The world number 36 pairing beat the 23rd-ranked combine of Melanie Diaz and
Adriana Diaz from Puerto Rico
11-3, 11-8, 12-10. The India
duo saved four game points in
third set to seal the match.
Manika and Archana had
to dig deep to beat China's Liu
Weishan and Wang Yidi in the
semifinals on Saturday.
"I am very happy to have
won this title...It was fun playing throughout as I always
enjoy playing doubles with
Manika Di. She is playing really well and has a very strong
presence on the table which
allows me to play freely,"

Archana told PTI.
In the women's singles,

Manika did well to reach the
semifinals.

